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INTEODUCTION 
Every society requires investigation into the unex¬ 
pected or unexplained deaths of its citizens in order to 
determine the cause of death, circumstances and responsi¬ 
bility, and hopefully the knowledge to avoid repetition. 
The development of forensic medicine (the application of 
medical knowledge to legal problems) in England lagged 
behind the major countries of Europe. The coroner's inquest 
served as the basis of medicolegal investigation into cause 
of death. If the case did not reach the coroner's atten¬ 
tion or the inquest failed to ascertain a felonious cause 
of death, the case proceeded no further. Therefore, it is 
obvious that the failure to have medical testimony and a 
proper medical examination threatened the functioning of 
the entire system. 
This study entailed investigation of the unpublished 
inquests and depositions conducted by the coroner of the 
city of Westminster between the years 1761 and 1866. These 
documents are stored in Westminster Abbey because the Church 
historically comprised not only the religious center, but 
also the seat of many government functions. This period, 
1761 to 1866, was selected because it begins prior to the 
development of any organized forensic medicine in Britain 
i >VLLX : J..:,. pex ^^'*17,»”^.9 vS! , . 
'7.:-;-: 'h.3X X' 'IQ 
_ X'rrO,Qi.Q-‘-^'li > ,x,Ln:VQ^/ “^.C e lu 9i'r.Xt^I'Ie-d'Q& 
f 
' •;i•7''C^l vi'jJ-' •'. Q.'sjOQrv/otv/l 9.ij' bxtB 
'■ 6:^QQa7=.:^T ;> IB x Xx J.j9ffl>jOX^ya|5, 
Y _;■ J v'-, ■ " j'V.l u.r \ c.il!^ r'.fO'TO I ’■.''Xl -■J i>,',3l.'9 IwoiKsi Xl?iQ-i56il 
■ ^.'X^'*OTQC: 9lfT .xj;c.li.li 10 S:ii.n:7I/X*0 h Gd: 
. Tto/:; ,>-.u. ii-M-v.-x -j Qftrt 
-'iyT"?*' c. *'■LOf'O 1'. Q ■ 7 riQ'7l^’'l bib r.3-.VQ iT'liX IJ. *ic 
- jsr- xj'.'j L .'. n: d'.Goaf- oj Ixe'l aat^uroii ©dxr ip apiJ 
,i rlx . d^’Xi'’?'‘r Q.9 ■•! i’ .t,;.-> .'’.. fl ?Q Q U^' ^jLC 
b.!p '■‘•■•." 'T^oib-X •‘-V*.l’- od 
" > 'laXGoi./.•: ■”I J .-V.7 idv .,tDXd£;0-i’'.WG:.;9 iGQXfe^*^ 
(' ■ 
- .i^e de Z’i 91i . isiis 
berix' ID - ,~,ei:d.:i;5Y«J L''>i'.i^: bio vxpna alii.tD, 
9L!d £0 'I-:' I'2', £*Pu Oi'idox'b'iOX' .-7ti-i^l3o.X9b DJI a’ air3«0x>/i.i 
oaec^': I' lYic Ij^’r gt;bov; sad u,d9v>;dltd isdaaxKdspW dP 
rf-O'L'xnO Gid '^9d'"A ’i3da:ii/tT;t-><^W ni, ii^DTOda y'xe adiiSfiKiool 
7jyd -i9dn9-> QffaC^rlP'X y;f!io do:i boxiX'iqtffoo i»XifI#r-t!l;pds±£ 
,boi-ro.| 3idT . ^iiox'l ofjji'i diia'arr.rovQg to Piid oaXi 
sdd oJ ioxt:^ spc^od dx sQrrd' ”pw f OBSI. od Id^, 
nisdria rix saiorbsiU oxaiSGiol to 
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and ends after nnmerons major advances, such as the estab¬ 
lishment of chairs and courses of study in forensic medicine 
at the universities and the development of a significant 
British literature on the subject. The official inquests 
■were printed forms, approximately 12 inches by 15 inches, 
with spaces allotted for filling in handwritten basic 
information and a summary of the cause of death. Nearly 
all inquests contained handwritten depositions consisting 
of a verbatim transcript of the oral testimony given during 
the inquest. Several inquests also contained miscellaneous 
data, including police notices of death, b'urial orders, and 
even a rare professional chemical analyses for poison. 
S-urprisingly little investigation except for that 
1 2 
of Bailey and Borbes has been made into the coroner's 
inquests of the seventeenth to nineteenth cent’uries as a 
source of historical information, and almost nothing has 
been written on the application of the developing prin¬ 
ciples of forensic medicine visible in these inquests. 
This thesis entails a brief review of the historical devel¬ 
opment of the English coroner system and forensic medicine, 
followed by a discussion of the special problems faced by 
the medical witness of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen¬ 
turies. In this study of inquests between 1761 and 1866, 
2687 cases were analyzed. These comprised consecutive 
series of cases at approximately thirty year intervals and 
included all cases from 1761 to 1765, 1800 to 1803, 1855 to 
j:bT<iv ^Hu c.*; ■ 'C'[,tiji aifOtxiaiJWia i‘s»d‘lo abci© bitt 
oib^ n MXGira lo' - <'^11/00 6nf3 aixstfc %o z^nsjarfaxJ 
-: : : tii'a'oi'pvvf ©rfd- bna sei^t.h^Tsvxoir adt 
C^-aox:;T^ -n'f . sbo (t;- ^I'tifrfsTiS'tr.rX iini4'vi"c 
.-.iiloi’f'L '''r *' '•{;£©■.■--*m.bxo'I*f?=ijrT'io'i bedrrti'ig; e'tyv 
.3t:...,j ; j 0£ v/tiili't ^sy‘i aaoaqe 
n 
■y;r .-j, ,^, _.: eX.t If.- s .oite ffoisf’viafiO'irL 
■-- 'w j -:r- : M'Ji- q?L' ."rar;r^n^ybiiafi b ■ aj^a^uvnl ll\ 
■•.tbT£.;j .fV-XIi •^Lir^firiJ ..G‘ i I'VT:- tO ^rqi'IOBAiaa 7 CTi-d-SCf-X^V 0 t.< 
;.u'oenB.r.i7 7^7xa bvr.x.x*qv#£j •-■Uc:. ..ja^LTax ra’i-\r©:4, .d’a.srpiil sif. 
f'^.'T.'-'b'T.:* ic'i..a''"f .(‘■" •r':': 'iTv') -3';. \.io<j 
-ijf'Ti io,; 'T -'l ;-*vlB7'r J-':'7 'fo ['^i.r.Aa'io^q ■a'lB'I .7 iT?>>r< 
lDbr‘i>.t :17 • ■'■::,? xr£ :70''* • bvcpwa 
t:‘‘Ti»i' 'ruO ‘■^[■'■■^ 7^r',?xi i 'j?q ?.r.;l tsx “^‘■^sXluS 'll 
7. “6 as x’^xrxi''-.: £i . ;.q..o- yj&-£j.:.i od adriysd'xs/>;- -)tix lo 
;.Hif gAtxji'i-.li dauxij brio .‘i.'xitbii-iolfxx LBr'i'x** ta/tl lo so*KiO. 
\. 
-.'iiT 3i.ii.qo££.''/ef' L a©xa>-:oiI-?ai.. ~'b -to oeddX'iirf 
♦ Rdaaixpax sXffbiv siixc>ir>©i'.' oiana-xol lo.asicjX 
-I*;iv35 Ifcoi'ioiteiii "lo --sivs't 'taxTCfi 7 ^,r!cdi7a sxaedd sirrf 
, .7;ij:oJ;i>©.ir a fans‘i o'! ba^ aeiax^- xsaoiss stid" l:o dur^wcf 
bao.i'i aBsIcfoxq Ic.tsaqn sad lo aoi&BU'Zialb b ij;d fersWOXIb 
-iTs© ddaaadaxiia brie udassdils co atti 'i© aQandxw 8ii 
t3oS.r baa Xd^i na^wdscf uda^wp-nx 'to ^^bude airid al .ssidu 
8vxdi/i^‘3aor> l>eBxa:qiuoo saecWI .bea''CXaG9 9'x»v/ a8e»o 
aXBva;Qdiii: 'x^x Y:Xod3itixxo'ii|<j« da atja^oc- \o ayi-Tf^ 
od ,c03I od 0081 r^dS'E od IdS*! inotl »Jti2 8b XIb 
■n 
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1838, and 1863 to 1866. Five years -were analyzed to add 
significance to the earliest period, 1761 to 1763, "because 
the total numher of cases was small. Conversely, at the 
end of the period, 1863 to 1866, only two years were anal¬ 
yzed "because of the large numher of cases. Sections on 
homicide, suicides and infanticide (non-accidental violent 
deaths) are analyzed with respect to the evolution of medi¬ 
cal evidence in these inquests during the four periods. 
These chapters also include discussions of the limitations 
the coroner faced obtaining inquests, the society's atti¬ 
tude on suicide, and the special problems regarding infanti¬ 
cide. 
t bosY.XPOin vm,-; 2 . ?V'X'€ • ■S:3X 
, boiz-j^T ^^d:f o^ ^oef>^^h'lui^x 
^;i:t ^y,Ie^^'i<sviji'>lj . LiafyaiV-c^ Ic ledaxm' l4i.?f>^ .^,d 
-r.i-i.* 5‘X9v. ..-.'r.x^v OVA, . L, C3^’3X . X>oi Ic ibxi 
cro ^aQX*a.ii8 ’>■ .tcx^fn sfi^ to b^st 
.•t.;-i.>J:v' ; ■'^iv&0X00i.i-xiGi.; '^5:.x•Gx:^'’;f:-^^i•:i: baa QQbXoiuo ,efcipifUi 
riT.*ai Xo .1 jxit-Xo'oo *..vt^- od T.oi?»xGr:-i Xaiw bf)s*'(;j.ewT« a'sA 
.bo-ut-ivi xxic*". t#.;..j ft,r.. .it/Jb ai/'eeijp'vJ: ‘,>ocra.div«‘ X,c! 
tr.i£in i ^ij.i Jr .3r«.i'•r:»,.'C'3!: oclo tii.^.6 
-ij.T*-' roGL! .-.troG/;■ o ‘t^£ioa:i*o ad 
;^.r,.;o'!’''-,^' i -..‘.r-e-Idt'ti ..-.iUt bne- ^a5ioiii;2 ao fjbti 
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KESTOETCAL BACKGROUITO 
Brief History of the English Coroner System 
"Any history of the development of legal medicine in 
England is inseparable from the history of the coroner sys- 
tem";^ therefore, this section begins with the English coro¬ 
ner. Official medicolegal investigations probably first 
began around the twelfth century with the establishment in 
4 
119H of the office of the coroner or custodian of the 
Crown pleas. The office was established primarily to 
supply revenues for the Crown and not as an instrument of 
justice. The coroner was responsible for determining the 
circumstances of death, because felonious deaths required 
forfeiture to the Crown of the felon's chattels (movable 
property), and all deaths required payment equal to the 
deodand (the value of the instrument literally causing the 
fatality).^ 
There were numerous other fines as well. Some fines 
depended on the time and place death occurred. If the body 
was found during the day and the felon escaped, the town 
was held responsible and fined. If, however, the murder 
occurred at night, the town was not held responsible. 
Therefore, juries generally decided the body was discovered 
at night. The body was also examined for evidence of having 
oi'iuoEf^'iDAa' JAOiEO'ra'^iH 
n:?-j'a\,a -i-erf'-Tyj .deil3.:Ki ‘io .-ri'o:ta,tH l&k^8 
Lu; lo y;T.oJ^lrf 
Ti<ao^:-:o u'Ci ^ 'i-'' ^'roa^^id nio^l t>I'fp'-rB'iS>a£*i ai o^nel^isS 
».jTOO -^^rfv .LKcd';oH eirlt^ ,'yiol-^iL^dt 
'^.r'?fjd‘'"'•'i' j f’1.3/; i^^39V’-li •."XS. 
ai drio-xr* I'-iPdp.r; sd-) i 'T-ixUiti'O cicr'i '3:':d ;:?^'tE:^o‘2;,® ei®S©( 
‘^dJ "i.0 j^j.^-'-O'^'-.i.^ty TO ^''cxoT .'O i'lrJ" Tlo . 
O j \ r ilT PHI !■'£, 4 ■;■. V d»r, i'X'J S OX 1' i.'J ‘dfCil » B 0© iiWOT 
“lo “iiaci.u'iv'' ci*; bo dOi'T dr’.'r iiV/O’xD Toi BBiXiTSX.*'®'! 
odi» orrxa.iin'^-B.reo -lox ;! C'JIo.t e .^-w 'x^^aonoD 
-ji^Tar;;9T '-■.'J’ff=>5 -.doi -ola'i '2>BifD-'?90 fd-lT-sX) 'io Bdoxixfl'sawoflti 
oIgix'.-o.'it) ,.; ’ ■:ie!:s>l ed:/ Xo gwot’O od- ©Tl4f^^l»lTO 
•3d-i o l 'f ;j:>o J daTXiJp'-^'^ a.d'dn.^'.b IXs axia ^ C%i"S&<3'5?*a 
e/ij oa.rxo'G.o Yi-X:.‘Xi)u 11 "^'O.m.ndoiri lo y£flav ari;?) bamboo 
aonr'l 3X100 ■ x-; 'tyoaVi 'i^ildo yr/oiaiCXfT siadT 
tjdd 'll .b'^T'TiJOoo d'tdoJb oooXq bntr amid aiia’ ao, jb«6dacfa 
/twfOT 9dil fbsqxvoao aols.! &dd bae \;6jb :-*dit' 3xri:<iEX,l3 &Liwpl 8e 
'XdJbtujcfj 9.ii:}- iTaTowod ,11 .Boall bar '^Idi.axioqsa'i fji^d se 
.eXdxpficqe^T blfud Xoa a aw nwo;t Bxiu , d.ti3-og fca'i'Lifoa 
bd’xsvooaxh asw icbo-'i pad 59i)xO0fc oYiXXarioiis?# ]S9itfrj,t ? *^'io‘L9'X3i1 
.4.f5Xira£l lo 9on-9|»ity.«> tcoI poaXiiiBXs opXa 8'd'w \;|i>od &uT' ..tdaia d 
■ii. 
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■been moved, because fines were assessed against the locality 
in which the murder was committed.^ 
The coroner's duties were previously performed by 
several officers appointed by the local sheriffs. 
There was considerable corruption amongst 
the sheriffs and certain Crown revenues 
were being diverted into their pockets. 
One purpose of the coroners undoubtedly 
was to watch the sheriff to prevent him 
acquiring money for his own purposes. 
It is reported, however, that a century 
later the sheriffs were watching the 
coroners, who, in their turn, were feath¬ 
ering their own nests.7 
The killing of Normans by their Saxon subjects, after 
the Norman Conquest, was a common occurrence. Because medi¬ 
cal examinations and autopsies were nonexistent and, there¬ 
fore, cause of death difficult to determine, Norman leaders 
imposed "Lex Murdrorum," a fine on any town where a Norman 
was found dead regardless of cause, furthermore, any 
corpse unidentifiable because of mutilation or decomposi¬ 
tion was presumed Norman, "presumption of Normancy." To 
escape the fine, evidence of Saxon heritage by the town 
had to be presented, known as "presentment of Englishry." 
In 13‘^0, because of the crippling fines from the large num¬ 
ber of deaths from famine, "Lex Murdrorum" was restricted 
g 
to felonious killings only. 
During the middle ages, the requirement for holding 
the office of coroner was reduced from knighthood to simply 
owning property in the county. The medieval coroner held 
v:.tif.30ol 9fi:f 9‘rov7 aanll eesiaoed .Bavoat .teed 
BBw acC.'f ifbldw ffi: 
Y.d f/oiTT'To't'ioci x;l3-0’oi'v?'iq ^^''I9^^f a' la^^C'xC'O acfT 
.3lilx-?ci& I'jBoX e.1.X zd 33d£rcpq-:fe aqsollt'O Ifintovae 
Xa^-To'rc " rOi-S'i'i‘X‘i'‘.o a J'fs'x-s&xsxroo a-cw e^erf*? 
ae/xnav'-'i .rv;G?:'J :txeX'X3 3 bn3 ?.TtX'^’9il8 
.aia^locq oddi bsXaavXb 9*xe'/? 
'.jibs ^dnoXfijj a-iBa'c-xioo orW' 3 a ■.r'l’xx^d saO 
Uixd ^ni?v3‘T’ ;,x X''ix'i'3na aiiX nGcJ'SW* od s^w 
..aasioaxii-d nvo axtf xol \:9CT0fi anxxinrf^a 
^TiniteG i-* dsn- ,‘j.dveYrccx ai dX 
&(■{■> -'1 o5 Bv-.’ aTG'W ia'^aX 
-ddxvl 3''L'i>w r ~''*^-.'.i' 'ixeri'j iiL , oiivj ,<i'Xc>ucnQO 
S^.c^aea awo "txadd 
Ta^'la ijdu'a 3.o;..ec. 'rr.Siid an.^'iU'ioPf ':■.» 5nxrii2f^ afi^}- 
—Ibani , j I’trixxriX'X’C''. ^rciimoo 8 3*iW fS^supnoO n; Jn’dl 
-8)i9xid ^brito jus-.taiiv^non 8,9i:>qoX'/8 but- aisox^^'iKiiittiSt-ce le^ 
;.l8Ui‘T'4^ , 3rfI~i'I9X£>D G”' dlXTOXl^t-Cb SG-b tO 9^JXS0 f 
neciacij t. aisciv a'A'r-:} T/ia -xo sir.d t? " ^iiLxxoxb'ix'’M~>ithI‘' &eAu^i|iii^ 
,. sn.Qisrr9ii;r'rir'L ‘10 ssedb'ze^'i 5'8©b 6111x01 sm 
-xsoqirroo'jb 'ic noix^rxluni lo aansobd 'yj.JiLfclinnftbxiiiJ 
oT '■ .•^GusnrioJ'X lo ojoilqinuae'iq" . n8fli-TCr>f beam^ff-xq -sr-iw aob' 
nwo'J edd zd e’gslix&i noxso io oonebrre ^anil adl aq^oa^ 
'’,'^'Triai:IgiiH lo lii8ct:di[a89Tq’' as iworni fbalxrasaxq od bi&i 
-au/ti agaBl aril aia'i'i eaiix’i "i^axdqQixo aril lo asifGoacf 
JhaloiT-laan aew ’^muxoxb'xirildxaJ" t^LustaX (rccnl erilwb lo xa* 
Q 
agnilXI:?! eiiotnaXai o: 
^xi^bXori xo'i l/raisaxixipex aril albbJtia aril 3rti:*int1 
'^XqfsiB rioGjilrigxcrsf Ktoil aev xaflorioo, lo Bott'io arf; 
blsri xancioo Isvalpaoi ari^J aril fl± ^^Ixaqoxq 
6 
significant po-wer, and in addition to investigating deaths, 
he had numerous other responsibilities including investiga¬ 
tion of non-fatal injuries (for assignment of fines), check¬ 
ing claims of buried treasure, receiving appeals and abjura¬ 
tions, and declarations of outlawry. Gradually all these 
responsibilities were stripped from his office except for 
investigation of sudden and suspicious deaths. 
Medicolegal investigations in the medieval period 
began with the finding of the body. The "first finder" 
was required to "raise the hue" (attract the attention of 
passersby). Rarely was the "first finder" actually the 
true first finder of the body since "finding" the body 
involved a relative penalty requiring appearance with the 
coroner at the next Eyre (meeting of the justices) and 
meant one or two days' absence from work. Eailure to appear 
9 
resulted in a fine but was often preferable to lost work. 
Removal of the corpse without notifying the coroner 
incurred a steep fine. The town was also responsible for 
guarding the body and keeping it in its original location 
until the coroner arrived. There are reports of cases 
becoming health hazards because the coroner did not arrive 
for days or even weeks.Members of the four neighboring 
townships, the finder, witnesses present at the time of 
death, and family members presented to the coroner all 
known facts. Unlike the rest of English jurisprudence 
based on the adversary system, the coroner's inquest was 
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conducted entirely by the coroner. Early tjuries were com¬ 
posed of males over twelve years old, and the coroner was 
powerless to penalize failure of a summoned juror to appear 
other than to present his name for a fine at the subsequent 
Eyre. The jury discussed the evidence with the coroner and 
rendered a verdict. They also appraised the felon's goods 
and determined the deodand.^^ 
The medieval coroners were elected by the knights 
and freeholders of the county and provided with no compen¬ 
sation for their services. Eventually, the Act of 1437 was 
passed and provided for fees for inquests out of the pro¬ 
ceeds derived from the felon's chattels or fines of the town¬ 
ship. Because only felonies provided reimbursement, the 
coroner avoided deaths without obvious trauma or foul play, 
and had a vested interest in making suspicious deaths 
appear felonious. To combat this, the Act of I5O8 imposed 
on the coroner a fine for failing to hold an inquest in 
appropriate cases. 
The English coroner system reached its lowest point in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. An Act of 1751 
provided for reimbursement of all inquests, felonious and 
non-felonious. However, the justices, who determined which 
inquests were appropriate to be reimbursed, defeated the 
purpose of the legislation by limiting payment to only 
obvious violent deaths. 
9 
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Sir Mathe-w Hale, a legal liminary of 
those times held to the principle that 
only a death with overtones of criminal¬ 
ity gave the coroner gnrisdiction.13 
There was a continuous feud in many areas "between the coroner 
and the justices and other county officials, who obstructed 
the coroner whenever possible. The justices not only repeat¬ 
edly refused the coroner payments for inquests but, further¬ 
more, attempted to prevent his notification of sudden deaths. 
The High Court upheld these decisions and ruled inquests 
should be held only in unnatural deaths in which external 
14 
marks of violence could be found. Post-mortem examina¬ 
tions and medical testimony were generally deemed unnecessary 
and physicians avoided involvement since there was no pro¬ 
vision for remuneration. 
In the early-mid nineteenth century, major steps 
toward improving and modernizing the coroner system began. 
These efforts were initiated partially because of the large 
scale poisoning of children in order to collect "burial 
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money" (insurance) from burial clubs. ^ The most critical 
reforms were two pieces of 1835 legislation. The first 
finally provided fees to physicians for medical testimony, 
autopsies, and toxicologic examinations, though these pay¬ 
ments still had to be approved and were interfered with by 
the justices. The other, the Birth and Death Registration 
Act of 1836, required reporting of deaths within five days, 
and disposal of the body was prohibited without a registrar^’s 
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certificate or a coroner's burial order. An 1859 Royal 
Commission condemned the Justices' interference in the 
inquests, and an Act of 1860 established a regular salary 
for the coroner making him more independent. In addition, 
a select committee recommended that the coroner hold 
inquests into all violent deaths, all natural deaths of 
unknov\jn cause, and all deaths with any suspicion of crim¬ 
inal involvement. These recommendations provided the essen¬ 
tial components of the Coroner Act of 1887 and established 
16 
the basis of his present day authority. 
The Coroners Amendment Act of 1926 removed the old 
land owning requirement for coroners. It had become obso¬ 
lete with many coroners maintaining the requirement simply 
by owning a burial plot in the county. The Act also 
required the coroner to have had five years' experience as 
either a barrister, solicitor, or physician. The coroner 
was allowed to preside without a Jury except in transporta¬ 
tion, accidental, work related, felonious, or prison deaths. 
Unfortunately, the coroner could request any medical prac¬ 
titioner, regardless of his experience, to perform an 
autopsy and toxicological analysis. This allowed untrained 
physicians to render opinions and destroy the possibility 
17 
of examination by expert witnesses. ‘ Later legislation 
provided for autopsies by trained pathologists when possible 
and properly equipped mortuaries for post-mortem examinations 18 
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Brief History of English Eorensic Medicine 
Medicolegal study in England lagged "behind the con¬ 
tinent. Though autopsies were done routinely in the seven¬ 
teenth and eighteenth centuries on the continent, the 
untrained coroner's visual examination was considered suf¬ 
ficient in England during these centuries. The coroner was 
responsible for measuring and evaluating wounds despite the 
absence of relevant training. 
Published work on forensic medicine in England was 
very sparse prior to the nineteenth century. In 1702 
19 Richard Mead, Physician to Her Majesty, published A 
Mechanical Account of Poisons including five essays dealing 
with the viper, mad dog, opium, venomous exhalations from 
the earth, and poisonous airs and waters. He administered 
mineral and vegetable poisons to animals, described their 
effects, and performed autopsies after they died. William 
20 Parr in 1788 published Elements of Medical Jurisprudence , 
a translation of a book published in 1767 by J. P. Paselius. 
Parr maintained Paselius' "order of nature," beginning with 
pregnancy and ending with death. He omitted Paselius' chap¬ 
ter on torture and added his own chapters on madness and 
public health. The first original English work in forensic 
medicine is credited to George E. Male, who wrote The 
21 Epitome of Judicial or Eorensic Medicine in 1816. 
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In 1807 the Crown estahlished its first chair in foren¬ 
sic medicine in Edinburgh. At Gny’s Hospital, in 1834, 
Alfred Swain Taylor was appointed the first professor of 
medical jurisprudence. After this, numerous other chairs 
were established and the medicolegal literature continued 
to advance. 
Despite these beginnings in medicolegal writings, 
academia, and legislation (outlined in the previous pages), 
there still remained significant hurdles to overcome in 
the functioning of the coroner system. This is well 
reflected in a statement made in the private journal of 
one of the justices commenting on the appointment in 1839 
of Thomas Wakly, founder of the Lancet and the first medic¬ 
ally qualified coroner, "It is not one case out of twenty 
that any medical skill is required, the cause of death 
22 being of itself sufficiently obvious." This attitude and 
other obstacles severely handicapped the functioning of 
the coroner system and reduced the likelihood of uncover¬ 
ing many felonious deaths. These obstacles and further 
reforms will be discussed in detail under homicide, sui¬ 
cide and infanticide. 
The Medical Witness 
English writings on forensic medicine began around 
23 
the turn of the nineteenth century. ^ Most early writings 
concerned the scientific aspects of legal medicine. However, 
II 
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several authors specifically addressed the application of 
medicolegal knowledge to medical testimony. This was neces 
sary hecause the medical man faced testifying with great 
trepidation for many reasons. These trepidations included 
recognition of the importance his testimony might have, his 
probable lack of expert knowledge in forensic medicine, the 
publicity, and the lawyers whom he believed sought victory 
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rather than truth. In addition, Guy noted in 1864 that 
guidance for testifying was needed since there were 17,000 
premature sudden and violent deaths and 
it follows that if the duty of attending at 
inquests were distributed equally, each mem¬ 
ber of the medical profession would attend 
at least one inquest every year. 
The general practice was for the coroner to use the medical 
practitioner involved in the case, and if there was not one 
he selected the nearest medical man, "whether he had any 
exposure or not," and often trusted an important and deli¬ 
cate pathological inquiry to the hands of one who had prob- 
25 
ably never before made an inspection. The jury, if 
satisfied with the explained cause of death provided by 
the medical witness, was able to request that the coroner 
summon other legally qualified practitioners named by them 
to perform a second post-mortem or chemical analysis. 
The Westminster inquests provide significant detail 
about the quality of medical testimony. Testimony will be 
presented in pertinent cases later in this thesis, and 
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recommendations regarding medical testimony "by contemporary 
26 
authors will be presented here. Four authors, Percival, 
27 28 29 • . Smith, Guy, and Woodman wrote concerning medical 
testimony around the period of this study, and gave numer¬ 
ous recommendations and precautions. These writers borrowed 
heavily from each other and the following is a synthesis of 
their comments and advice. A medical witness was responsible 
for knowledge encompassing a wide range of questions includ¬ 
ing anatomy, chemistry, medicine, surgery, obstetrics and 
toxicology. Unlike higher court cases in which the medi¬ 
cal witness had weeks to prepare, for the coroner's inquests 
there sometimes was a few hours or even less. Neglect of 
a summons resulted in a five-pound penalty and more damaging, 
a reprimand from the judge if the case proceeded to the 
criminal courts. The medical witness could not refuse 
attendance because of unfamiliarity with the case, nor could 
he refuse to perform a post-mortem examination or analysis of 
the stomach and intestines for poison. 
Authors of this period recommended a number of prepar¬ 
ations for testimony. One such contemporary suggestion was 
that when observing facts which later might be relevant in 
a legal inquiry, the physician should take notes. Notes 
should also be transcribed on post-mortem examinations. A 
second recommendation was that the witness should become as 
acquainted as possible with all the facts of the case and 
perform a thorough autopsy. "Do not for example. . . neglect 
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the head because death was a sudden one and you found heart 
disease. Remember apoplexy (hemorrhage) may coexist with or 
be caused by poisoning."-^ In practice, post-mortem examina¬ 
tion frequently did not exhibit such thoroughness. 
When more than one medical man was to give evidence, 
the authors recommended they confer with each other prior 
to testifying. This was not to establish a conspiracy but 
"intelligent and honest men, fully acquainted with their 
respective means of information, are much less likely to 
differ, than when no communication has previously taken 
^1 place." Percival cited a case with contradictory testi¬ 
mony from two physicians. One had more extensive informa¬ 
tion on the case, but the other's opinion carried because he 
was the more esteemed physician. Had they conferred first, 
the miscarriage of justice might have been avoided. Pur- 
thermore, when medical men gave differing opinions, very 
often the result was harmful both to the case, the medical 
men, and the profession. Dr. John Gregory commented that 
quarrels among physicians, 
when they end in appeals to the public they 
generally hurt the contending parties; but 
what is of more consequence they discredit 
the profession and expose the faculty to 
ridicule and contempt.32 
Occasionally conflicting testimony between different medical 
experts was evident in the inquests of Westminster and will 
be cited in the next chapters. 
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The witnesses were advised to distinguish clearly 
between fact and their own opinions. Por example, "There 
can be no doubt that belladonna and prussic acid are deadly 
poisons in certain doses, whilst the precise manner in which 
they kill is as yet still a matter of opinion,"^ The dis¬ 
tinction between opinion and fact was clearly evident in 
many of the Westminster depositions. The medical witness 
invariably stated in cases of probable infanticide, "it is 
my opinion" that the child had either lived or not lived. 
Several writers make strong statements about avoiding 
"misplaced humanity." Medical evidence was not to be twisted 
or withheld because of personal disagreement with the sever¬ 
ity of the penalty facing the accused, or for fear that the 
! 
medical testimony might be responsible for a false convic¬ 
tion. 
The most human witness may consider himself as 
sacrificing private emotions to public justice 
and social order. . . the dread of innocent 
blood being brought upon us by explicit and 
honest testimony is one of those superstitions 
which the nurse has taught and which a liberal 
education ought to purge from the mind.35 
It is rather cold heartedly claimed that the falsely con¬ 
victed prisoner could console himself in that 
he falls for his country, whilst he suffers 
under the operation of those rules, by the 
general effect and tendency of which the wel¬ 
fare of the community is maintained and 
upheld.36 
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However, among the inquests, instances of shading medical 
testimony to elicit a certain verdict were not uncommon. It 
was almost the rule in cases of suicide to suggest insanity 
without the slightest evidence in order to spare the victim 
a verdict of felo de se. 
Though the witness could not refuse to perform a post¬ 
mortem examination if he did not feel competent, it was 
suggested that he convey this to the coroner. Ho such cases 
are evident in the Westminster inquests. If asked to do an 
autopsy while the inquest was held, 
j^he witnes_s7 ought to protest against this, 
as it is impossihle to make a careful exam¬ 
ination of the whole body in less than an 
hour, and if it he possible daylight is 
always preferable. The yellow tinge given 
to the skin by certain poisons, and the same 
tint produced by disease (e.g. jaundice) may 
easily escape notice by candle or gaslight.37 
The question of withholding comments made to the medical 
practitioner in confidence by patients was uncomfortably 
addressed too. 
The highest legal authorities have decided that 
no special privilege is attached to medical men 
with regard to secrets of a professional nature 
. . . However, many medical men would prefer 
to sacrifice their personal liberty to their 
honor. 
This conflict between the practitioner's legal obligation 
and moral obligation was never resolved, and the quote ends 
with the line, "our duty here is simply to state the law."^^ 
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Many of the conflicts and attitudes snrronnding the 
medical witness are also apparent in these early texts. 
Percival states, 
It is a complaint made by coroners, magis¬ 
trates, and judges, that medical gentlemen 
are often relnctant in the performance of 
those offices, required from them as citi¬ 
zens qualified, by professional knowledge, 
to aid the execution of public justice^ 
These offices, it must be confessed, are 
generally painful, always inconvenient, 
and occasion an interruption to business, 
of a nature not to be easily appreciated 
or compensated. But as they admit of no 
substitution, they are to be regarded as 
appropriate debts to the community, which 
neither equity nor patriotism will allow 
to be cancelled.39 
Smith took exception to the complaint of the coroners. 
_^he coroner_s7 astonish me. Bo they find 
their brethren the attorneys, more ready to 
perform offices for which 'as citizens 
qualified by professional knowledge to aid 
the execution of public justice,' it is 
well known that it is of little use to 
call them?40 
He further complained of "the incessant demands under which 
medical practitioners suffer; being in some situations, 
41 
absolutely oppressed by the frequency of calls." 
As already mentioned, practitioners were anxious to 
avoid testifying. Por the medical witness, there "is hardly 
a situation that so powerfully menaces his reputation or 
42 
where so much personal uneasiness is endured." The wit¬ 
ness was warned to consider his statements carefully and to 
treat the inquest with sufficient seriousness. 
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Nothing can he more important than the duty 
■which a medical man has to perform upon such 
occasions. His dictum may he the influencing 
consideration that directs the issue.. What 
can he think of himself, should it he dis¬ 
covered that he acted from ignorance, or some 
other impulse under which it was, on his part, 
wrong to he?4-3 
To emphasize the importance of accurate testimony during 
the inquest, the consequences of subsequently discovered 
errors, should the case go to trial, are examined. 
Then comes the excruciating inquiry , Q: 
V/hy did you not say so before the coroner? 
Ai I did not then know that it was so. Q: 
Why did you not know? Were you not then 
supposed to he as competent a member of 
your profession as you are now? It was 
your business to know. Where were you 
educated? What was the co'urse of your 
studies? Who were your teachers? How 
long did you attend on their instructions? 
and What testimonials have you received 
as to your fitness to exercise the func¬ 
tions, of whatever character it may he, 
by which you are designated and reputed? 
These, and other awkward interrogatories, 
await the foolish man who runs into the 
clutch of a prisoner's counsel by conduct 
such as that against which I have uttered 
a warning.'^'^ 
Because the auspices of the inquest were so -unimpres¬ 
sive, it was important for the witness not to be deluded 
into laxity by the commonness of his surroundings. 
The medical practitioner, living in the 
neighbourhood where the inquest is going 
on, will in all probability find that the 
court, or tribunal, or persons to whom he 
is immediately answerable, are composed of 
those familiarly known to him; and very 
likely they may rank a step or two lower 
in the scale of society than he is habi¬ 
tuated to associate with. The place of 
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assembly is probably a mean apartment in 
a village ale-bonse, redolent of nicotine 
and the beau-ideal of a 'Grovjner’s quest,' 
is very much the same as that of a country 
club; saving that in the latter, the busi¬ 
ness is possibly discussed with more 
patience, and the truth is more frequently 
elicited.'^^ 
Taylor stated that "the ignorant and uneducated class of 
persons who often constitute the jury as well as the cir¬ 
cumstances under which the inquiry takes place are not 
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calculated to inspire great respect. Furthermore, Smith 
delivered a scathing comment on the motives of those 
involved. 
Too often are important grounds for inquiry 
slurred over: and evidence is frequently 
taken in such a way as manifestly shews that 
it is not wanted, any further than may be 
necessary to make a sufficient shew on the 
face of the proceedings. This being accom¬ 
plished, if no troublesome person be present 
to disturb the even tenour of the way, and 
no unlucky quryman of sufficient intelligence 
to confuse the affair by putting an awkward 
question, the coroner tells the qury what 
they ought to do; the qury do as they are 
bid, and every body gets away in good time 
for dinner, or for supper, as the case may 
be.^7 
Many experts recognized that special qualifications 
should be required by law in order to be a medical witness 
as was true of several of the other European countries, 
where special medical witnesses were appointed (the earli- 
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est in France in 1605)- Medical witnesses in England 
were so inconsistent and variable in quality that Smith 
felt they were generally held in disrepute. The need for 
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an increased emphasis on forensic medicine was evident 
within the profession and in the -universities. 
_^he ridicule of the legal profession and 
the p-uhlic towards the medical witnes^7 is 
one of the evils which cur inattention to 
forensic application of science has intro- 
d-uced. . . It is a sl-ur upon us that 
nothing can remove hut a general and accu¬ 
rate application of the study of forensic 
medicine."^9 
The growth of forensic medicine between 1761 and 1866 
was evident in the Westminster inquests. Early in the cen- 
tirry studied, a medical witness at the inquest was a rare 
occurrence. E-urthermore, of the thirteen (1761-1765) 
inquests that did involve medical men, six were apothecaries 
and one was a chemist (pharmacist). By 1800-1803, half the 
inquests had medical depositions and these were nearly all 
s-urgeons. In the later two periods, 1835-1838 and 1865-1866, 
the absence of medical testimony was -unusual and it was not 
-uncommon to have members of the Royal College of Physicians 
depose as well as s-urgeons, and even local experts who were 
50 lect-urers at neighboring hospitals. The medical witness 
involved in the case was nearly always the doctor for the 
deceased, but in cases where the deceased had no medical 
practitioner, the coroner would s-ummon a respected medical 
man of the comm-unity and the parish wo-uld pay his fee. 
Us-ually, only one medical witness deposed at an inquest, 
but occasionally two and up to nine testified.Through 
the century, the ascending quality of the expertise was 
obvious and in 1865, Dr. Alfred S. Taylor performed the 
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submitted in the inquest.^ 
Post-mortem examinations, however, were probably the 
best indicator during the nineteenth century of the efforts 
being made to apply the principles of forensic medicine. 
Autopsies increased through the century from three in 1761- 
1765, to twenty-seven in 1800-1805, 201 in 1835-1838, and 
396 in 1865-1866 (see chart). This represented an increase 
from less than one per year in 1760 to 103 per year in 1865- 
Although the number of inquests per year increased tremen¬ 
dously, the number of autopsies increased far more signifi¬ 
cantly. The autopsies were almost exclusively performed by 
surgeons and the surgeons attended the inquests as well. 
This is at variance with Smith who vehemently complained 
that often medical students, "the least qualified," were 
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summoned to do the autopsy and give evidence. Autopsies 
were most frequently performed on accident and illness vic¬ 
tims. This is easily understood because accidents and ill¬ 
ness accounted for the largest groups in the inquests. That 
autopsies were performed as frequently on victims of illness 
as accidents may be due to the fact that death from illness 
could be much more subtle, therefore requiring a post¬ 
mortem examination to answer remaining questions. Autopsies 
on homicides, suicides, and infanticides will be discussed 
in detail in their respective chapters. 
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The lack of autopsies in the earlier periods was prob¬ 
ably as much a reflection of the contemporary attitude toward 
autopsies in general as it was a reflection of the youth of 
forensic medicine as a field. Anatomy professors until 
1832 often had to resort to body-snatching to obtain suf¬ 
ficient coipses for instructional purposes; the only bodies 
otherwise available were executed felons, who after execu¬ 
tion were to be "dissected and anatomized" as part of their 
punishment. In one remarkable inquestion of 1801, "divers 
mangled bodies" were found in a house, apparently for the 
instruction of anatomy. A man testified that. 
In an empty house which is called the 
Bohemith Head and has been empty about 
four months I saw a man's head and 
shoulders in the window. . . Another 
person with me went into the said house 
into the parlour and there we’ saw several 
human bodies upon a table and also the 
floor and in the yard we saw a whole 
skeleton and parts of divers other bodies 
which were in a putrid state. ¥e like¬ 
wise saw instruments used by surgeons in 
dissecting bodies in the parlor window. . . 
Mr. Carper, a surgeon, has often sent a 
porter with dead bodies in a box from hos¬ 
pitals to the said house where he and some 
of his pupils used to come and dissect 
them and used from time to time to bury 
the flesh in the cellar.58 
The difficulty surgeons encountered attempting to train 
themselves partially accounts for why so few autopsies were 
performed in the eighteenth century. Probably few surgeons 
were well-trained, particularly for a scientific and accurate 
post-mortem examination, and the attitudes of the time were 
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not condncive for a coroner to order frequent autopsies. 
However, through the century, autopsies did improve tremen¬ 
dously in quality as well as quantity and this, as well as 
the increased sophistication in the testimony of the medical 
witness, will be apparent in the following chapters of non¬ 
accidental violent deaths. 
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The three categories of homicide under English law are 
justifiable, excusable, and felonious. Justifiable homicide 
includes cases of homicide resulting from prevention of a 
serious crime, e.g. defending a victim from murder, or in 
the performance of the law as in capital punishment. 
Excusable homicide applies when there is no criminal intent, 
e.g. if the death occurred in self-defense or with misadven¬ 
ture. Eelonious homicide refers to either manslaughter, an 
unlawful killing without expressed or implied malice, or 
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murder in which malice is expressed or implied. 
Because infanticide represented a distinct problem, 
elicited specific legislation, and received special concern 
in the developing field of forensic medicine, homicide and 
infanticide will be dealt with separately. The distinction 
between an infant and an adult made in the inquests was 
sometimes inconsistent, but in general an infant was less 
than ten years of age and an adult anyone over ten years of 
age. 
The charts following enumerate the years, sex, cause 
of death, and category of homicide committed in the years 
studied. Overall, there were more male victims than 
58 female victims.-^ Eor male victims, manslaughter was the 
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■whereas for females, muirder was the more frequent (one man¬ 
slaughter and seven murders). There was no obvious reason 
for this, hut perhaps jury sympathy for the female victim 
59 
aroused the more serious charge. Torhes'^ combines his 
list of adult homicide victims and infanticide. Therefore, 
direct comparison is difficult, but one significant differ¬ 
ence is nevertheless apparent. Vehicle accidents were the 
second largest cause of felonious homicide in his study, 
whereas only one case of felonious death here involved a 
vehicle. This case involved a fight that erupted between 
two men, one in a chaise and the other in a horse-drawn 
cart, trying to pass each other on a narrow road. One 
struck the other with his whip, fell out of the chaise and 
was run over. All other -unintentional vehicle accidents 
were listed simply as accidental deaths rather than as homi¬ 
cide. 
Essentially all cases recorded resulted from violent 
attacks, particularly blows and stabbings. Homicide d-uring 
all of these periods was very literally a violent crime. 
Since medieval times, the coroner and jury were required to 
view the naked body and it was the coroner's responsibility 
to look specifically for wounds and bruises, measuring the 
60 breadth, depth, and width of each. This, for many years, 
represented the entire post-mortem examination. H-unnisett 
states that 
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if this appears to have heen a rather rough 
and ready post-mortem examination, it was 
nevertheless prohahly adequate, for a glance 
through any roll of Crown pleas shows that 
there was nothing subtle or sophisticated 
about medieval homicides. 
This, however, seems to be very circular reasoning, espe¬ 
cially for the period of this study. As will be discussed 
later in the chapter, the coroner was only informed of 
externally obvious violent deaths, despite the 1836 Birth 
and Death Registration Act and law providing for medical 
witness fees. Certainly, the coroner was not informed of 
many homicides because subtler methods of killing were 
employed. The lack of emphasis on forensic medicine and 
the dearth of forensic technology was not surmounted in 
many of the inquests. With the prevalence of poisoning 
seen in infant deaths and suicides, there was no doubt 
numerous undetected homicides secondary to poisoning. Dr. 
William Barr argued, writing in 1838 in the Registrar 
General's first report, 
it is not improbable that a certain number 
of cases of poisoning escape, undetected 
by coroners and juries, who can be expected 
to know little of the symptoms either of 
poisons or of disease, and are rarely 
assisted, as in other countries, in their 
decision by information which a careful 
examination of the body and an analysis of^p 
the contents of the stomach would furnish. 
It is worth noting that even at the end of this period, 1863- 
1866, no subtle causes of homicide were uncovered. 
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Of the total thirty homicide inquests, eleven contained 
no depositions. A fe’w of these specifically noted that the 
depositions had been turned over to the Old Bailey court 
house for future trial. The reason some felonious homicide 
inquests contained depositions and others had been forwarded 
to the court is not clearly apparent, and it did not depend 
on the category of felonious homicide charged. 
Despite the fact that homicide constitutes perhaps 
the most serious crime, and was doubly important to the 
Crown because conviction led to the forfeiture of the felon's 
"goods and chattel," surprisingly little medical expertise was 
used to elucidate these cases. While at least some of the 
eleven cases that were sent to the Old Bailey no doubt 
included medical testimony, especially in the later periods, 
nevertheless, of the nineteen remaining cases, only four 
contained medical testimony and autopsies. None of the 1761- 
1765 cases contained any medical testimony and only one 1800- 
1805 case contained a post-mortem examination. This was in 
an 1801 murder case in which Richard Stark was charged with 
the murder of his wife whom he cast to the ground and kicked 
in the head and belly for having pawned his breeches. The 
physician who was called approached the parish beadle and 
conveyed to him that the body should be examined. The 
beadle, in turn, applied to the coroner for the authority to 
have a post-mortem examination performed. This single post- 
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mortem from the first tvjo periods proved the woman had died 
from the heating. 
I proceeded to examine the body, which had 
suffered many marks and bruises on the head 
and face, the left side of the belly and on 
her legs and left hip. Upon opening the 
belly we observed that a quantity of blood 
exceeding two quarts was effused in its 
cavity and on the removing of which blood 
we found all the contents in a sound and 
healthy state, excepting the spleen, which 
was ruptured in two places, and perceived 
the bleeding to have come from thence, and 
the injury which was done to the spleen 
we had no doubt was the cause of her death. 
We remarked that the bruises on the left 
side of the belly were situated exactly 
over the injured part of the spleen.. 
Verdict: she died of the ill usage she 
had received. 
Am interesting footnote to this case was a note that one of 
the jurors had to be excused because he "became unwell after 
viewing the body." 
Another case which made use of the medical expertise 
of the time occurred in 1833 and involved a twenty-seven year 
old male who had been in a fist fight. He complained of a 
black eye and severe headache. He improved, but ten days 
later developed a severe earache and became delirious. 
Yellow discharge exuded from the ear. Leeches and a strong 
"aperient" (laxative) were recommended by his physician. A 
friend "blew tobacco smoke in the ear to relieve it. . . He 
had had earaches before the fight especially when he caught 
cold." Charles Hawkins, the house surgeon at St. Guys' 
Hospital, testified that 
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on examination, it was found that his death 
was produced by an abscess on the brain, . . . 
in the middle of the left hemisphere. . . A 
discharge from the left ear might be occasioned 
by the abscess. The abscess in question in my 
opinion was not recent. I found a communication 
from the abscess through the bone to the ear. 
It is unclear from the deposition whether Hawkins means to 
imply that the abscess was more chronic than the two-week 
period since the fight, and that, therefore, the violence 
was not the cause the death. The verdict was manslaughter. 
In this case as with many others, the autopsy involved only 
the part of the body in question, here the head and neck. 
Sometimes, even though medical evidence was obtained, 
it was lackluster and incomplete. The demonstrated lack of 
detail provided evidence for an absence of sophistication 
and interest on the part of the coroner and his jury, and 
of minimal efforts by the surgeon. In an 1836 case of man¬ 
slaughter, despite the serious nature of the offense and 
the obvious doubt as to the true cause of death, the medi¬ 
cal testimony was limited to the following: 
I examined the head and brain. The fracture 
of the skull must have been brought on by 
violence. In all probability, his death was 
produced by the injury, but there is a possi¬ 
bility that he might have been attacked by 
apoplexy (hemorrhage). 
There was no further information or detail requested or 
obtained and the jury seemed satisfied with the verdict of 
manslaughter. 
There were a few cases in which the final verdict was 
not homicide, but the question of homicide had been raised 
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and medical testimony was instrumental in the determination 
of the case. An early case in 1762 involved a soldier who 
had died in a hospital. A gentleman, Sir Henry Friessing, 
requested an inquest and claimed it was his understanding 
the man had been beaten, and had been buried without an 
inquiry. The body was exhumed and an inquest held. Depo¬ 
sitions included a nurse and surgeon's mate belonging to 
the hospital who described the patient's symptoms prior to 
death as well as his treatment, and denied any signs of a 
beating. There was no reference whatsoever to an external 
examination or autopsy of the disinterred body, perhaps 
because the body had significantly decomposed. The verdict 
was natural death. Though the body may not have undergone a 
post-mortem due to putrefaction, legally it still had to be 
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exhumed in order to hold the inquest. In a later case 
(1800), the verdict appeared to depend directly on the medical 
testimony. The victim was struck with a violent blow on the 
side of the head and complained of a headache. Five days 
later "he was much worse, his look was bad and his breath 
much affected and had difficulty speaking." William Morris, 
a surgeon, found no marks of violence. He opened the body 
and found "the lungs were diseased and he died a natural 
death." The verdict again was natural death. This autopsy 
is certainly not very impressive in detail, but the incidence 
and sophistication of medical testimony was improving and 
certainly made strides from the 1760's where medical evidence 
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was rare indeed. However, the past example does not imply 
that greater emphasis on medical evidence was the rule in 
all cases hy 1800, or that it would he even sixty years 
later. A notable example is an 1865 case of a twenty-three 
year old male found dead in the street "with a fractured 
skull and no evidence how produced." Even here where the 
cause of death remained an open question, there was absolutely 
no medical evidence, much less an autopsy. 
An 1801 case demonstrates, furthermore, that the coroner 
and qury could twist or use the medical testimony to reach the 
verdict they desired. One victim was struck on the head in a 
fight. He died in the hospital. George Erederick Sockley, 
house surgeon at St. Guys Hospital, testified that the victim 
was brought in sensible with a large contusion 
and small wound. He was intoxicated. Mr. 
Griffiths, surgeon, trepanned him when he went 
into a stupor four to five days after the 
incident. I have examined him since his death 
and found a quantity of matter within the dura- 
mater which must have been formed in consequence 
of the blow. From the appearance of the wound 
... it might have been done by a heavy stick. 
Additional testimony revealed that the victim was an unsavory 
character, earning the nickname "ruffian bear" because of his 
history of fighting. The official inquest interpreted the 
medical testimony to conclude that the victim "fell to the 
ground thereby then and there receiving a violent contusion 
on his right temple." There was no mention of the blow given 
by his adversary in the fight, and the verdict was accidental 
death. 
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Tvjo other cases in which homicide was considered pro¬ 
vide some insight into the application and quality of medi¬ 
cal knowledge in cases of midwifery. The first, in 1865, 
involved a pregnant woman who was struck by one of her sis¬ 
ters. Dr. Oughtem arrived after the quarrel and noted, 
she had a contusion on the left side and was 
excited. It resembled as if she had knocked 
or fallen against something. It was not like 
a blow; she was a fat flabby person and not of 
a strong constitution. She complained of some 
flooding. . . The flooding was stopped and 
returned again the next day suddenly and on my 
arrival I found her pulse very low and the body 
very bloodless and she aborted on that night 
after which there was no further flooding. She 
gradually became more excited and restless and 
finally became perfectly insane. . . She sank 
through debility and insanity. I opened the 
body and found no symptoms to cause death. 
Corresponding to the external contusion was an 
internal congestion but not sufficient to 
account for death. The brain was a little soft. 
All other organs were normal. 
She died of puerperal insanity the result of 
nervous debility and loss of blood. 
The injury that caused the contusion on the 
side was the exciting cause of the abortion, 
the abortion caused the hemorrhage, and the 
hemorrhage the insanity. The mental excite¬ 
ment must have been a very active ingredient. 
Verdict: died from puerperal insanity caused 
by mental excitement and a blow. 
It appears that the physician emphasized the "mental excite¬ 
ment" as an etiological factor to partially defray responsi¬ 
bility from the violence associated with the quarrel, and 
the jury accepted this. The second case, in 1835, involved 
expert medical testimony on midwifery. The female was an 
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•unmarried nineteen year old -who concealed her pregnancy. 
When labor commenced, Mr. Morgan, a surgeon, was summoned 
and arrived fifteen minutes after the birth. 
I explained that I had given up midwifery 
and had attended not knowing the nature of 
the case, and it was agreed another medical 
man should take my place. I tied the cord 
and made an examination of the after birth, 
and found there was no chance of its coming 
away. 
Mr. Lock then attended her for three days and stated that, 
the parish surgeon had her 'under his care 
when 1 first saw her. The after birth I 
was told was still remaining. Portions by 
gentle force of my hand only came away. 
There was an ho'ur-glass contraction in the 
womb and I considered that the larger part 
of the after birth was still remaining. . . 
Under the circumstances, I considered it 
not proper to use mechanical aid to extract 
the placenta. Mr. Morgan told me at the 
time that the after birth had not passed. 
Testimony was then taken from Mr. Griffiths, S-urgeon and 
Lect-urer on Midwifery at the Westminster hospital. 
I fo-und her at her mother's house. She was 
suffering from fever peculiar to women in 
child birth. She was at that time I believe 
in danger. I was informed by the mother that 
she had been delivered on Monday and that the 
after birth was still retained. I doubted 
what was said and endeavored to satisfy myself 
and came to the opinion that only a small por¬ 
tion was retained. 
It was evident from the nature of the symptoms 
that some foreign body was lodged in the womb 
and on Sunday morning a substance was expelled 
which upon examination proved to be a tumor 
and not a portion of the after birth. She 
gradually got worse. . . and then died. 
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Also involved in this case were accusations of malpractice. 
There was a note from the beadle stating that, "the mother 
reported in the neighborhood that Mr. Morgan's treatment had 
occasioned the young woman's death." This apparently elicited 
the inquest and the coroner wrote, "after due consideration 
an order for disinterring the body was issued together with 
the usual warrant for the inquisition." The body was dis¬ 
interred and Mr. Griffiths performed the post-mortem exami¬ 
nation. 
I opened and examined the body and found that 
there had not been retention of the after 
birth or any portion of it. The tumor I con¬ 
sider had existed for some weeks. I found the 
womb in a state of inflammation and the bowels 
implicated to a great degree. There was a 
large quantity of puriform fluid effused into 
the cavity of the abdomen, which was sufficient 
to account for her death. The average time of 
the passing of the after birth is about 20 
minutes, but cases occur in which it is retained 
for a much longer period, and in which it becomes 
necessary to remove it by mechanical aid. I 
should be inclined to remove it in four hours if 
not expelled earlier unless symptoms indicate the 
propriety of its extraction earlier. 
I have no reason to suspect improper treatment 
previous to my attendance. 
Verdict: the said May Brinnen. . . departed this 
life in a natural way by the visitation of God 
and not from inattention, neglect or improper 
treatment of any of the medical men who attended 
her. 
The woman apparently died from an extremely rare cause, pos¬ 
sibly a choriocarcinoma following an otherwise normal preg¬ 
nancy. The incidence of such is less than one in 15,000 
births, and it occurs more frequently among older women who 
64 have had multiple gestations. 
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The coroner's inquest and investigation lA/as the key to 
uncovering cases of homicide "being masqueraded as a natural 
death. Yet, it must "be imderstood that the many failings 
already outlined were not entirely the fault of the coroner 
and the medical witnesses. Due to the mechanics of the sys¬ 
tem the coroner was only acquainted generally with those 
deaths obviously caused "by violence, and was too seriously 
limited financially to routinely conduct a thorough inquest. 
The fact that no deaths other than those of obvious violence 
were uncovered leaves little question that numerous cases 
of homicide went undetected. Sensational, highly publicized 
murder cases with bodies disposed of illegally (trunks, 
secret burial, acid, etc.) were far less common and also 
less difficult to uncover than cases in which the perpetra¬ 
tor attempted to get the death certified, registered, and 
the body disposed of through normal channels as a natural 
death. 
The number of cases in which the discovery 
that the body of a murdered person has been 
disposed of as a natural death has only been 
made as a result of investigations into a 
later and recognized murder, allow us to 
assume that many murderers must be entirely 
successful avoiding detection. The mur¬ 
der rate relates only to cases identified 
as homicide. . . and may therefore lull us 
into a false sense of security. 
Prior to the Birth and Death Registration Act of 1856 
there was no formal check on the disposal of bodies. The 
first maqor reform of the coroner system, the Act of 1751? 
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provided fees to coroners for inquests "duly held" and an 
allowance for travel. The intent of the act was to encour¬ 
age inquests into all cases of deaths from sudden or unknown 
causes, and not to limit inquests only to "persons slain." 
Previously, "persons slain" were his only reimhursed cases 
and, therefore, in practice the only cases generally inves- 
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tigated. However, the justices, who held responsihility 
for allowing payments of coroners' fees, conspired to pre¬ 
vent payment and further attempted to limit notification of 
sudden deaths to the coroner. The justices, perhaps more 
than any other factor, were responsible for the slow develop¬ 
ment of the English medicolegal system over the century 
studied. They refused coroner payments for any inquests 
without clear cut evidence of felonious violence. The moti¬ 
vation behind the justices' interference and limitation of 
payments included a "misguided zeal for economy, but they 
also bitterly resented the coroner's power of committal on 
inquisitions which they regarded as an interference with 
their own courts."^® Unfortunately, the High Court led by 
the esteemed j-urist. Sir Mathew Hale, upheld the justices' 
right to limit payment and agreed with Lord Denman who 
wrote as late as 1842 that, 
the mere fact of a body lying dead does not 
give the coroner j'urisdiction, nor even the 
circumstances that the death was sudden; 
there ought to be a reasonable suspicion 
that the party came to his death by violent 
or unnatural means.^^ 
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Thus, the intent of the Act of 1731 "to investigate all sud¬ 
den or unexplained deaths had been drastically eroded, and 
in the nineteenth century it vjas systematically destroyed. 
The Middlesex justices passed a resolution in 1831 that 
strongly limited the cases in which the coroner's expenses 
would he approved and stated that coroners should not he 
notified of sudden death except under certain circumstances. 
These resolutions were adopted with minor variations through¬ 
out England. 
Aside from the justices, the coroner system had serious 
other difficulties detecting potential homicide cases. The 
searchers were responsible for viewing the body and reporting 
the causes of death. Although by 1853 they had largely 
71 ® become obsolete, they certainly played a major role in the 
reporting of deaths during the first half of this study. 
John Graunt described the searchers' fimctions. 
When anyone dies the searchers hereupon (who 
are ancient matrons, sworn to their office) 
repair to the place where the dead corps 
lies, and by view of the same, and by other 
enquiries, they examine by what disease or 
casualty the corps died. Hereupon they make 
their report to the parish clerk, and he, 
every Tuesday night, carries in an account 
of all burials and christnings happening 
that week, to the clerk of the hall. . . 
I say, it is enough, if we know from the 
searchers but the most predominant symp¬ 
toms; as that one died of the head-ach, who 
was sorely tormented with it, though the 
physicians were of opinion, that the disease 
was in the stomach. . . 
To conclude, in many of these cases the 
searchers are able to report the opinion of 
the physician, who was with the patient, as 
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they receive the same from the friends of 
the defunct; and in very many cases, 
their own senses are sufficient. . . 
However, this system functioned very poorly, and the searchers 
were often unreliahle, imeducated, otherwise destitute women 
who viewed the bodies for a small fee paid hy the parish. 
The Gentleman’s Iiap:azine in 1779 reported the following pro¬ 
ceedings at an inquest where a searcher testified. 
Q: How did you examine this body? 
A: In the usual way; by looking at the 
face and feet. 
Q: What, did you not turn up the shroud, 
and examine the body all over? 
A: No, it is not customary, without we 
have suspicion.75 
The searchers were also easily bribed to misrepresent the 
death. 
The two old women were usually pew openers 
and their fee was two shillings if they 
agreed not to exercise their right to view 
the body, as was generally the case. In 
addition, they expected to be supplied with 
liquor. Their certificate was accepted by 
the minister as authority for interment of 
the body, and by parish clerks as the basis 
for his returns on which the Bills of Mor¬ 
tality were dependent.7'^ 
It is important to re-emphasize that prior to the 1836 Births 
and Registration Act, there was no formal registration of 
deaths, and the only reports collected concerning deaths 
were the Bills of Mortality which were assembled from 
reports by these searchers. 
The police also presented a problem for the coroner. 
In 1833, a directive was distributed to the metropolitan 
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police "ordering notification of the coroner of violent or 
sudden deaths, or casualties -where a coroner's inquest 
should he held." ^ But, hy 1860, partially because of the 
justices' interference, only one per cent of inquests held 
by the coroner of Middlesex were received from the police, 
and this was generally true throughout the various coun- 
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ties. Bodies of drowned victims washed up on shore were 
usually buried without any inquest, and an Act of 1808 
required only notification of the church warden and burying 
with "all possible speed" under penalty of fine (possibly 
because of the health hazard of the unburied corpse). No 
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mention is made of notifying the coroner in this act.''^ 
This was a significant liability to the medicolegal system 
since drowning in several counties was a common problem. 
In Westminster, there were ninety inquests on bodies found 
drowned, many of which may have been suicides or even homi¬ 
cides, but the inquest generally concluded simply "fo-und 
no 
drowned, no evidence how." Borbes^ noted in his Middlesex 
study that if no witnesses came forward, the inquest 
routinely registered the verdict as an accidental death. 
Even after the 1836 Registration Act, the potential 
for escaping detection of homicide existed because the 
death could be registered and not certified by either a 
qualified medical practitioner or by the coroner after an 
inquest. Eurthermore, the coroner could not authorize a 
post-mortem examination -unless he held an inquest. Until 
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1926, the coroner had to rely on his instincts and the cir¬ 
cumstances when he refused an inquest acting without the 
"benefit of an autopsy. In 1858, the Registrar General 
reported that more than ten per cent of all deaths were 
79 
still uncertified. 
The medical profession could also acquaint the coroner 
with any suspicious deaths. In the late 1800's, the coroner's 
society passed a resolution that, "in all cases of death 
from violence or unnatural causes, it is a common law duly 
imposed on the medical practitioner in attendance, amongst 
80 
others, to report to the coroner." However, this was gen- 
81 
erally ignored. An editorial in the British'Medical Journal 
stated, 
no coroner has yet "been found rash enough 
to try the experiment of indicting anyone 
for not giving him information of a sus¬ 
picious death. . . No medical practitioner 
need feel seriously disturbed by the 
announcement of this new addition to his 
multifarious activities. 
Relations between the medical men and the generally non- 
82 
medically qualified coroner were far from ideal. 
Despite these severe handicaps, progress was gradually 
made during the nineteenth century, and considerable effort 
was mounted to reform the system. Rirst, the general com¬ 
munity was becoming increasingly upset with the system. 
"In 1845 the Home Secretary told the House of Commons that 
one murderer had been able to dispose of more than twenty 
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victims in Norfolk -wittLont a single inquest having been 
held." At the same time, newspapers were criticizing 
the interferences of the onstices in the investigation of 
sudden deaths, and "one could scarcely take up a newspaper 
without seeing a case of suspected or proved murder by poi- 
84 
soning." Criticism also mounted against the superficial 
inquests that routinely listed the cause of death as "natural" 
or "by visitation of God," and the general lack of medical 
evidence and post-mortem examinations. According to the 
Report of the Registrar General in 1841, 
Such verdicts as natural death or visita¬ 
tion of God, it is scarcely necessary to 
say, are not answers at all, but mere eva¬ 
sions of the inquiry.85 
The coroner of Whitby, offended both by the 
quotation from the Report and by the com¬ 
ments of his colleague, retorted that a 
coroner’s jury was entirely free to give 
such opinion. According to The Lancet, 
the coroner of Whitby 'was happy to say 
that he had not yet outlived his belief 
in God, and hoped it would be long before 
an English iury could be found that had 
done L.'86^ 
Two additional major reforms, alluded to earlier, must 
be reemphasized. In 1858, the Registrar General attacked 
the justices, criticizing the restrictions on notification 
of sudden deaths to the coroner which had allowed notorious 
multiple murders by poison. The Registrar General further 
denounced the terribly low mileage allowances and payment, 
and emphasized the need for medical examination. "Without 
an examination of the organs of the body, and often without 
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analysis of their contents the cause of death cannot he 
on 
determined, either negatively or affirmatively." ^ Largely 
because of this criticism, legislation i^jas passed in 1860 
giving the coroner a salary to ensure his independence from 
the justices. The second advance was the Coroners' -Act of 
1887 which finally made statute the 1860 select committee 
r ec omm enda tions. 
It is far better that inquests should occa¬ 
sionally be held unnecessarily than the 
chances of detecting great crimes should 
be diminished, . . An inquest should be 
held in every case of violent or unnatural 
death, and also that the inquest should be 
held in cases of sudden death, where the 
cause of death is unknown, and also where, 
though the death is apparently natural, gg 
reasonable suspicion of criminality exists. 
Certainly, one of the most important advances was the 
Birth and Deaths Registration Act of 1836 alluded to earlier, 
which led to the notification of the coroner in many more 
cases of sudden death, and more cases were recognized as 
89 
violent. Though registration was optional, this act 
established the framework for the 1874 act which made regis¬ 
tration of deaths compulsory and required the certifying 
practitioners to be "registered" medical practitioners. 
However, even the 1874 act failed to ensure that local 
registrars reported all uncertified deaths to the coroner. 
Rinally in 1926, legislation required all deaths to be 
certified by a physician as natural death, or be reported 
to the coroner to issue a burial order. The same year 
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legislation was also passed allowing for post-mortem exam- 
90 inations without an inquest. 
The cumulative legislation made essential progress 
that was necessary in order to guarantee the primary prin¬ 
ciple of any adequate medicolegal system; that is, to pro¬ 
vide for a proper medicolegal investigation into all cases 
of sudden or unexplained death. This progress the justices 
and other factors had subverted for over a century. 
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SUICIDE 
Suicide paradoxically was at the same time the gravest 
of sins and among the most excusable of crimes. 
A suicide is a person who has considered 
his own case and decided that he is 
worthless and who acts as his own judge, 
jury and executioner and he probably 
knows better than anyone else whether 
there is justice in the verdict,9l 
Technically, suicide was an act that had to both demonstrate 
92 
suicidal intent and result in death.^ however, for society, 
suicide represented a much more complicated action, fraught 
with shame, failure, sympathy, felony, financial loss, and 
everlasting condemnation. A brief history of suicide in 
England helps to understand these mixed attitudes which 
affected the coroner's jury. 
In early medieval times, the Christian Church clearly 
manifested a hostile, stern attitude toward suicide and 
Oz 
declared it tantamount to murder. As early as the 
eighth century, it was recognized that suicide may be due 
94 
to a mental disorder, and this was given a milder stigma. 
In the middle ages, there existed two maj'or theories defin¬ 
ing the state of melancholy. The first ascribed the per¬ 
plexing condition to supernatural agents; melancholy was 
a "vice leading to the sin of suicide, frequently at the 
prompting of the devil." The second theory, developing 
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around the thirteenth century, considered melancholy "a 
mental and emotional disorder due to a humoral excess and 
imbalance." Bracton, the recognized legal authority of 
this period, exempted suicide by the insance from criminal 
charges. Hcwever, deliberate premeditated suicide resulted 
in forfeiture of the victim's goods, and suicide committed 
"to avoid a felony conviction" resulted in forfeiture of 
96 goods and land. 
The law furnished more brutal punishment for those who 
committed suicide without the exonerating claim of lunacy. 
"The body was dragged through the streets, head down on a 
97 hurdle, and then hanged on a gallows." In-addition, the 
body was buried at the crossroads of a highway at night 
with a stake driven through the victim's heart^ (appendix). 
This latter ritual originated in pre-medieval times when 
belief in vampires and the protection offered by crossroads 
was widespread. The suicide victim was buried under the 
highway to prevent the dead spirit from haunting the 
99 living. In addition, the body was buried under a cross¬ 
roads because suicide victims were not allowed in conse¬ 
crated ground, even though executed criminals had been 
buried in churchyards for centuries.Suicide verdicts 
were rare and the vast majority of verdicts determined by 
coroner juries, including those in this study, were "luna¬ 
tic suicide." 
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The violence committed against the victim's "body 
ended in general hy the end of the seventeenth century and 
Afljas never mentioned in any inquests in this study. This 
reflected a developing leniency to-wards suicide. Burton, 
a minister, -writing in Anatomy of Melancholy in 1621 stated 
that the prognosis for melancholy is poor and "after many 
tedious days at last, either hy drowning, hanging or such 
fearful end, they precipitate, or make away with them- 
selves." John Sym, writing shortly thereafter (1657), 
wrote that those who committed suicide because of emotional 
or mental dist-urhances were not responsible and not subject 
to eternal damnation. He outlined diagnostic, signs of 
impending suicide including: 
increased solitude, neglect of duties, change 
in behavior, ghastly looks, wild frights and 
flights, nestling and restless behavior, a 
mindlessness and close d-umpishness, both in 
company and in good employments; a distracted 
countenance and carriage; speaking and talk¬ 
ing to and with themselves, in their solitary 
places and dumps. . .102 
He prescribed for these individuals an avoidance of "soli¬ 
tude, darkness, going over bridges or near the edge of steep 
106 places and weapons such as knives." 
The eighteenth century further weakened the tradition¬ 
ally harsh view taken towards s-uicide. Melancholy was even 
considered by many to be characteristic of the English people, 
known as spleen or the English malady. It was considered due 
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to both the physical and social environment. Thus, 
England’s break with some of Christian doctrine and a more 
secular approach, the belief that melancholy was inherent 
in English character, and the increasingly common feeling 
that suicide was often secondary to a mental or emotional 
disorder, were concepts all joining to reshape society’s 
attitudes. Umfreville, who prepared the standard guide 
for the coroner in 1761, wrote, 
if an idiot therefore, or an infant under 
fourteen, or a lun.atic during his lunacy, 
or if one distracted or losing his memory, 
thro’ sickness, grief, infirmity or other 
accident, kills himself, it is not felony; 
nor can he be .said to commit murder upon 
himself or any other; such a one therefore 
can incur no forfeiture. 
Umfreville also recommended the wording observed in the 
Westminster inquests, "not being of sound mind, memory and 
106 
understanding, but lunatic and distracted." Thus, a 
lunatic suicide verdict diminished the stigma, removed the 
felony charge, and prevented confiscation of property by 
the Grown. More and more suicide cases were attributed to 
insanity. In this study, only three per cent of the sui¬ 
cides received suicide verdicts. Hair found all suicides, 
without exception, in the Shropshire coroner rolls between 
1780 and 1809 
Vjere described as not being of sound mind 
and understanding, but lunatic and dis¬ 
tracted,’ presumably a humanitarian for¬ 
mula designed to avoid the infliction of 
all the legal and social penalties, and 
therefore no indication of the real 
motives for suicide.166 
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In 1823 a law was passed preventing the hiirial of suicide 
victims under a public highway or with a stake through the 
body. However, burial was still required to be between 
107 
nine in the evening and midnight. ' 
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, more inter¬ 
est developed in suicide as a medical problem and the value 
of statistics as an important research tool in the study of 
suicide, k medicolegal distinction between insanity and 
emotional upset was expressed by Battle in his Treatise on 
Madness. 
Whatever may be the cause of anxiety, it chiefly 
discovers itself by that agonizing impatience 
observable in some men of black November days, 
of easterly winds, of heat, cold, damps, etc. 
And of the same nature are the perpetual tem¬ 
pests of love, hatred, and other turbulent pas¬ 
sions provoked by nothing or at most by very 
trifles. In which state of habitual diseases 
many drag on their wretched lives; whilst others, 
unequal to evils of which they see no remedy but 
death, rashly resolve to end them at any rate. 
Which very frequent cases of suicide though gen¬ 
erally ascribed to lunacy by the verdict of a 
good-natured jury, are no more entitled to the 
benefit of passing for pardonable acts of mad¬ 
ness than he who deliberately has killed the 
man he hated deserves to be acquitted as not 
knowing what he did.l*^® 
Although anxiety and other fleeting emotions were recognized 
by the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as distinct from 
mental illness, quries, as in this study, frequently accepted 
the least evidence of strange behavior or tension to render a 
verdict of lunatic suicide. 
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Regarding statistics, several authors argued suicide 
was difficult to evaluate because it vias underreported. 
Relatives, to avoid disgrace, attempted to attribute the 
109 death to other causes. i\lmost certainly, some of the 
bodies in the present study reported as "found drouned" 
were either suicides or homicides. 
Suicides particularly of the elderly and sick, 
who today make up a large part of those com¬ 
mitting suicide, are sometimes passed off as 
natural death, and in earlier centuries, when 
the inspection of every corpse by a medical 
man was neither obligatory nor practicable, it 
would seem likely this was done fairly fre¬ 
quently. HO 
Gasper, a Prussian physician, who was one of the first to 
research suicide statistics, emphasized the necessity of 
also trying to obtain statistics on attempted suicides. 
All the criticisms of the medicolegal system portrayed 
in the chapter on homicides are also applicable to deaths 
from suicide. Evidence of this is demonstrated in the 
suicide cases cited later in this chapter, and by the infre¬ 
quency of post-mortem examinations. There were no autop¬ 
sies in the 1761-1765 or 1800-1805 periods studied, although 
there were 165 suicides. In the 1835-1838 and 1865-1866 
periods, autopsies were performed in less than 15 per cent 
of suicides. An example portraying the state of the art 
112 is cited by Havard in an 1850 case in which a suicide 
verdict of "cut throat" was reached without medical evidence. 
Subsequent exhumation and autopsy demonstrated a fractured 
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temple due to a tlo-w, and the cut in the throat penetrated 
to the cervical vertebrae. Lord Coleridge stated that if 
the coroner had not "been much wanting in his duty a ver¬ 
dict of murder would certainly have been given." The coroner 
responded that had he summoned medical witnesses, the cost 
almost certainly would have been refused by the justices. 
Forensic medicine was off to a shaky start in the nineteenth 
century. 
The results of suicidal deaths in this study are sum¬ 
marized in the chart below. There were approximately three 
times more male than female suicide verdicts, 295 to 108. 
Hanging was the most common means, accounting for a third 
118 
of both males and females. Cutting the throat or self- 
inflicted stab wounds were the second most common means 
employed in males, twenty-five per cent, while fourth for 
females, thirteen per cent. Poisoning was the second most 
common means employed by females, twenty-four per cent, 
while fourth for males, nine per cent. The most interesting 
difference, however, was in shooting deaths, third most fre¬ 
quent for males, eighteen per cent, but only one female shot 
114 herself, less than one per cent. 
As was mentioned, the distinction between the two dif¬ 
ferent verdicts, suicide and lunatic suicide, suicide due to 
insanity, made a very significant difference for both the 
legal and social penalties were far more severe for a ver¬ 
dict of suicide. Because of the sympathy of the jury, 
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nearly all cases here were listed as lunatic suicide rather 
• . 115 
than suicide. Of all cases, only ten males and three 
females received a verdict of suicide, which is approximately 
three per cent of each. It is generally unclear what feature 
singled out individuals with suicide verdicts from the major¬ 
ity given the verdict lunatic suicide. Two of the cases 
involved prisoners and perhaps the jury was less sympathetic 
with prisoners. 
Of the remaining suicide verdicts a few suggest the 
reason for the dreaded suicide verdict which is almost vin¬ 
dictive. In 1800, a twenty-nine year old man cut his 
throat. The house surgeon who cared for him at the hospital 
stated that he 
expressed hope and expectation to die. People 
saw him cut his throat and tried to stop him. 
It took him five minutes to do it and after he 
cut it he ripped it open with his two hands 
stating, 'I am a dead man.' 
He was an Irishman, reportedly treated his wife hadly, and 
had violently assaulted her. Perhaps the flaunting drama of 
his suicide, the treatment of his wife, and the fact that 
he was an Irishman all combined to convict him as a felo de 
se. An 1835 case of a waiter who shot himself contained 
the only autopsy among the thirteen suicide verdicts. 
According to the Charing Cross Hospital house surgeon, 
I found him with a wound on the right side 
of the body and discolored with gunpowder. . . 
there was a little tumor on the opposite side 
of his chest which was found to contain a ball. 
I found the ball had perforated his chest. 
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passed through the diaphragm into the abdomen 
passed through the liver from above downwards 
and through both sides of the stomach in the 
same direction leaving the abdomen on the 
opposite side. 
There was nothing to suggest why this verdict was not termed 
lunatic suicide, which was the usual result in unremarkable 
suicides or why this was the single suicide case with a post¬ 
mortem examination. 
The number of post-mortem examinations for both suicide 
and lunatic suicide verdicts was disappointingly low. Even 
medical testimony was infrequent. However, when medical tes¬ 
timony was available and supported lunacy, the verdict, luna¬ 
tic suicide was invariably obtained. In one case in 1835, s 
man cut his abdomen and throat with a razor. The wound in 
his throat "merely separated the integuments." There were 
five incisions in his liver and the omentum was injured as 
well. 
I think that in a healthy man such injuries 
might not occasion death. He had evidently 
injured his constitution by drink. . . The 
brain was in a state of chronic inflammation. 
Verdict: lunatic suicide. 
Another 1835 suicide case involved a female who cut 
her throat, but medical test raised the question as to the 
true cause of death. There was 
much fluid in the chest which prevented her 
breathing. . . but the said inflammation 
might have ensued from other causes besides 
irritation from the wound extending down 
which is probable. 
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The working of the official inqnest in this case varied from 
the nsnal set form. A suicide verdict generally stated that 
the victim 
not having the fear of God “before his eyes 
but moved and seduced by the instigation of 
the devil. . . in the peace of God and of our 
said Lord the King then and their being felon¬ 
iously willfully and of malice aforethought 
. . . did die. 
In addition, "felo de se" (felony of self) was written on 
the back of the inquest, for a lunatic suicide, the inquest 
stated that the victim was "not being of sound mind, memory 
and understanding, but lunatic and distracted." However, in 
this 1835 case, the official inquest was unique and explained 
that the victim was "in a state of slight insanity." 
Two cases of suicide from gunshot wounds contained 
autopsies, though they were markedly limited. The autopsy 
in an 1835 case consisted of an examination of the brain 
only. "The brain was greatly injured and the shot found in 
it." In another gunshot case in 1865, the testimony only 
mentioned that "the victim had a scalp wound and his hair 
smelled of powder. A bullet was found in his brain and it 
was consistent with the deceased having inflicted it him¬ 
self." Although the cause of death seems obvious, these 
post-mortem examinations fall far short of the detailed pro¬ 
cedure outlined by Guy below in cases of suicide gimshot 
wounds. 
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Gim-shot -wounds caused by discharges 
close to the person are 'b-urnt by the 
flame,' and they may contain particles 
of -uncons-umed powder. 
The bullet may prove to have been cast 
in a mould, or the wadding to be formed 
by printed paper or other material, in 
the possession of the person who fired 
the shot. It may even happen that the 
composition of the bullet, or the mode 
of making it, is peculiar. In medico¬ 
legal cases, therefore, the contents of 
a g-un-shot wound should be carefully 
examined and preserved. 
When the bullet takes a direct co-urse 
through the body (that is to say, when 
it is not deflected) the character of the 
two apert-ures, coupled with the direction 
of the line which joins them, may serve 
to indicate the position of the body ’at 
the time the wo-und was received. 
The question whether the wo-und was the 
result of accident, suicide, or homicide 
may also be raised respecting these in 
common with other wounds. 
Suicidal wounds have the character which 
accidental wounds often, and homicidal 
wounds sometimes, lack, of being inflicted 
in front on the head or region of the heart. 
To this rule, however, some s-uicidal g-un- 
shot wQ-unds form an exception, inasmuch as 
the weapon is directed to the back of the 
head. As a general rule, too, the suicide 
fires only one shot; but suicides have been 
known to fire two pistols, and even to 
resort to fire-arms after the fail-ure of 
incised wounds. In some cases the suicide 
is found in a room sec-ured from within, 
with the weapon still grasped in the hand, 
and, when the priming was of powder, with 
the hand stained by it. 
Some advantage is occasionally derived 
from an examination of the gun or pistol. 
When the combustion of the powder is imper¬ 
fect, the finger introduced into the barrel 
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is blackened by the nnconsumed charcoal; 
and the residue is found to consist of 
this unconsumed charcoal mixed with sul¬ 
phide of potassium.118 
Very few of these details verifying suicide are apparent 
in the testimony of these inquests. 
Pregnancy was often considered as a possible motiva¬ 
tion in the suicide of a single female. Two autopsies, one 
in 1855 aiid one in 1835, addressed this question. The 
first was a servant girl who ingested poison. 
It was found that she died from inflammation 
and slight ulceration of her stomach from the 
poison. What came from the stomach was 
examined and found to be arsenic. It is 
doubtful that 'she was pregnant. 
The second case involved a servant girl who "drowned herself 
while insane." The doctor's deposition noted there was "no 
evidence of pregnancy." 
Though no poison cases were alleged to be homicides, 
poisoning was a frequent cause of death in verdicts of sui¬ 
cides, and toxicology became a major aspect of forensic 
medical knowledge and investigation. The first analysis of 
poison in this study was performed in a case of arsenic poi¬ 
soning in 1855» It also contained the first mention of a 
stomach pump. The physician, hearing the man had ingested 
poison, administered 
a stomach pump, put him to bed, and applied 
the proper remedies. The examination after 
death showed the stomach to be very inflammed 
and minute portions of arsenic were found 
adhering to the larger curvature and one mass 
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at the pyloric end so imhedded that it had 
not come away. This mass was subjected to 
the M tests and found to be arsenious acid. 
Christison said of arsenic, 
0n_account of the shameful facility with 
which it may be procurred in this country, 
even by the lowest of the vulgar, and the 
ease with which it may be secretly admin¬ 
istered, it is the poison most frequently 
chosen for the purpose of committing both 
suicide and murder. . . It is fortunate 
that there are few substances in nature, 
and perhaps hardly any other poison, whose 
presence can be detected in such minute 
quantities and with so great certainty. 
The M tests probably refer to the Ih?ocess of Marsh, a series 
of experiments using sulfuric acid designed to test for 
1 1 O 
arsenic when it is mixed with food and organic mixtures. 
Three autopsies, all in the final period (1865-1866), 
! 
contained isolated comments indicating that examination of 
the brain might yield evidence of an organic cause of the 
mental disturbances. In a male who shot himself, the exam¬ 
ination showed "the brain perfectly soft from the excess of 
drinking and looking at the state of the brain I should say 
a person was not of sound mind." In another case, origin¬ 
ally without an autopsy, the inquest was adjourned for one 
week in order to have Dr. Thomas Leigh perform an examina¬ 
tion of the victim's head. Dr. Leigh also requested per¬ 
mission from the coroner to move the body to a "dead house" 
to perform the examination under better conditions. The 
examination of the brain was unremarkable. In the third 
case, the autopsy stated simply, "the brain, quite healthy." 
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This medical man had also requested "authority to remove 
the "body to the dead house so he could do the requested 
examination of the "brain." This post-mortem examined the 
head only, "which was not uncommon in suicides, hut was 
unique in that it was the only even partial post-mortem 
done on a suicide who had died hy hanging. Yet, hanging 
was the most common form of committing suicide. The con¬ 
temporary ideal investigation for the question of a suicide 
hy hanging can again he obtained from Guy. 
Death hy hanging takes place, then in dif¬ 
ferent ways and at different intervals of time. 
The more speedy deaths may he due to injury of 
the spinal marrow above the origin of the cen¬ 
ters of the respiration, and, more rarely, to 
syncope from fright. But in point of rapidity 
will he death from apnea and the least rapid 
that hy apoplexy. 
We are not without information as to the sen¬ 
sations that accompany death hy hanging. Sui¬ 
cides saved from death, and philosophers,who 
have instituted experiments on themselves, 
have both contributed something to our knowl¬ 
edge. It appears that the sensations are not 
always the same; and the difference probably 
depends on the various degrees in which the 
windpipe and blood vessels are compressed. 
Some have retained no recollection of what 
happened to them; others were conscious of 
evident loss of sense and motion. In others 
a deep sleep was ushered in hy flashes of 
light, hy a bluish flame, by brilliant circles 
of colors, or hy more definite ocular illu¬ 
sions, accompanied hy hissing or singing in 
the ears. In other instances, the sensations 
are stated to have been extremely pleasurable, 
though of short duration. These sensations 
resemble those that occur in cases of dis¬ 
ordered cerebral circulation, and those that 
usher in the fits in some cases of epilepsy. 
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But it is only in cases of suicide that 
these pleasurable sensations manifest them¬ 
selves. In homicidal cases, when much viol¬ 
ence is used, the countenance expresses suf¬ 
fering; the eyes are brilliant and staring, 
and seem to be bursting from their sockets 
and the eyelids open and injected; the 
tongue, swollen and livid is forced against 
the teeth, or more or less protruded from 
the mouth, and compressed or torn by the 
contracted jaws; the lips are swollen and 
the mouth distorted; and blood, or a bloody 
froth, hangs about the mouth and nostrils; 
the upper extremities are still, the hands 
livid, and the fingers so forcibly closed 
on the palm as to force the nails into the 
flesh; and the convulsions are so violent 
as even to cause the expulsion of the con¬ 
tents of the bowels, and to produce erec¬ 
tion of the penis, with expulsion of the 
urine, semen, or prostatic fluid. The cir¬ 
cumscribed violet discolorations on the 
trunk and extremities common to all cases 
of death by apnea are strongly developed. 
1. Did the suspension take place during 
life, or after death: The points most 
worthy of attention as bearing on the solu¬ 
tion of this question are: The mark of the 
cord; The appearance of the countenance; 
The position and state of the tongue; The 
condition of the genital organs; and The 
expulsion of the feces. 
The figures of the Registrar-General show 
that the probability is always strongly in 
favour of suicide; and, for obvious reasons, 
hanging is a mode of death which a murderer 
is little likely to resort to. It presup¬ 
poses a great disproportion of strength 
between the murderer and his victim, or a 
combination of two or more persons against 
one. The solitary ascertained case of 
homicide in the five years 1852-1856, was 
committed on a young child. 
If a man were found suspended at a height 
from the ground which he could not by any 
possibility have reached, and with no object 
near on which he could have mounted, we must 
conclude that he was suspended by another. 
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The marks of violent struggles on the clothes 
or person of the deceased, or of severe injur¬ 
ies, -would justify a suspicion of homicide; hut 
as severe and extensive inj-uries have been known 
to he produced hy a suicide, and slighter inj-ur¬ 
ies may take place accidentally, this criterion 
must he used with caution. 
It may he well to add that persons found sus¬ 
pended have heen previously killed hy strangu¬ 
lation or hy other violence, or hy poison.Il9 
Clearly this kind of investigation was not applied to any 
of the cases in this study. 
There were a few cases in which non-suicide verdicts 
were recorded after the verdict of suicide had heen enter- 
120 
tamed. Medical evidence was essential. In an 1865 case, 
a fo-urteen year old female with a three month history of 
diarrhea and weight loss, the jury rendered a verdict of 
nat-ural death after Dr. Barclay performed an autopsy. 
I fo-und the stomach and howels all of them 
in a state of patchy congestion with curious 
hlackish looking deposits adhering to the 
coats and we could trace no cause for this. 
The condition of the stomach and intestines 
and the absence of any other cause of death 
leads to the inference that the deceased died 
from poison. Brain and other organs all 
healthy. I should think it was from antimony 
or arsenic. 
The result of the post-mortem does not satis¬ 
factorily acco-unt for the cause of death. The 
stomach and intestine presenting some appear¬ 
ance of having heen poisoned. These have been 
carefully sec-ured and are now in my charge, 
as is also the body of the deceased, waiting 
instruction. 
The stomach and intestines were sent for analysis to the 
famous Dr. Alfred S. Taylor, author of Principles and 
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Practice of Medical Jurisprudence. (Taylor's formal analy¬ 
sis sent to the coroner appears in the appendix.) Taylor 
also wrote a note to the coroner: 
Regarding Jane Clark, deceased, yon will per¬ 
ceive hy the report herewith that the viscera 
of the deceased did not contain a trace of 
arsenic or antimony. The absence from the 
stomach and intestines proves that there was 
no recent taking of the poison, and its 
absence from the liver and kidneys proves 
that there was no remote (prior) administra¬ 
tion. 
Still the appearance observed by Dr. Barclay 
were quite sufficient to justify this chemi¬ 
cal investigation, and had I seen them as he 
described them in his deposition, I should 
not have given an opinion of the cause of 
death until after our analysis had been made. 
I do not think therefore you will have any 
further trouble in the case. . . An eminent 
Dutch professor of medical jurisprudence and 
toxicology. Professor Rieuderhoff was in 
London, and came over to my laboratory to 
watch the processes of analysis in this case 
and he was satisfied as well as myself that 
there was no arsenic or antimony. 
Although you lost no time in sending the vis¬ 
cera and I lost no time in examining them 
with Professor Rieuderhoff, we could make 
nothing of the appearances. The stomach and 
intestines were a black mass of putrefaction. 
The wide variability of medicolegal investigations is well 
demonstrated by this case; the inquests varied from no 
autopsy to cases similar to this with analyses by men pre¬ 
eminent in the field of forensic medicine. 
The question of poisoning was raised again in a case 
in 1856, and a commendable investigation ensued. The 
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alcoholic -wife of a fifty-six year old man claimed her hus¬ 
band had been poisoned. The inquest was adjourned in order 
to have a post-mortem performed. 
There was no distortion of countenance to 
indicate having had a fit, neither was there 
any lividness to indicate that he died of 
suffocation or any obstruction of the lungs. 
There were no external marks of violence. 
The brain was perfectly healthy and the 
stomach presented no appearances of recent 
inflammation but was in that state that is 
invariably met with in persons addicted to 
spirit drinking. The contents were care¬ 
fully obtained and have been analyzed both 
by myself and an analyzing chemist (Mr. 
Leithead). They afforded no indication of 
the presence of mineral or other poisonous 
substance. 
The bowels were in a healthy state. The right 
lung was healthy, the left much diseased in a 
state we style dropsy of the lung. The heart 
was very much enlarged. The valves were ossi¬ 
fied and the aorta was partially ossified. 
There was a considerable effusion of serum in 
the bag of the heart. The immediate cause of 
death, in my opinion, was a sudden interrup¬ 
tion of the heart's action in consequence of 
excitement and the bony state of the valves of 
the heart not allowing the blood to pass fully. 
In consequences of the agitation, the circula¬ 
tion stopped and he died. 
The investigation removed any doubt of poisoning and clearly 
described a natural death due to congestive heart failure. 
The most thorough investigations in this suicide study 
involved poisons. This is not so surprising, because, as 
mentioned, toxicology was one of the leading fronts of 
forensic medicine. 
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In two other cases of possible suicide in 1856, medi¬ 
cal testimony could not determine the cause of death, 
despite generally adequate contemporary examinations of the 
circumstances. One case involved a fifteen-year-old male 
who "swallowed the poisonous cantharides, Spanish fly, 
under unclear circumstances." The autopsy revealed 
very minute particles with the appearance of 
cantharides in the esophagus and stomach. 
There were marks of inflammation of the 
stomach. Also there was inflammation of 
the kidneys, especially the right and of 
the bladder. There was a aneurismal tumor 
at the base of the brain which had consider¬ 
ably compressed a very important part of his 
organ and that part of his organ was 
softened. There was a large aneuryism of 
his right carotid artery and scrofulous 
disease of a large number of mesenteric 
glands. There was enlargement of the right 
ventrical of the brain filled with serum. 
The boy would not have died if he had not 
taken the poison. The poison alone would 
not have killed him except for the tumor 
already present. 
Cantharides are a preparation of dried Spanish flies that 
was used internally as a diuretic or used externally as a 
powerful skin irritant. However, it was often used for 
non-medical purposes. 
Sometimes it has been swallowed for the pur¬ 
pose of self-destruction, sometimes for pro¬ 
curing miscarriage. But most frequently, on 
account of a prevalent notion that it pos¬ 
sesses aphrodisiac properties, it has been 
both voluntarily swallowed, and secretly admin¬ 
istered to excite the venereal appetite. That 
it has this effect in many instances cannot be 
doubted. But the old stories which have been 
the cause of its being so frequently used for 
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the purpose, are many of them fabulous, and 
all exaggerated. Often no venereal appetite 
is excited, sometimes even no affection of 
the urinary or genital organs at all; and the 
kidney and bladder may be powerfully affected 
without the genital organs participating. It 
is established, too, by frequent observations, 
that the excitement of the genital organs can 
never be induced, without other violent con¬ 
stitutional symptoms being brought on, to the 
great hazard of life. . . No antidote has 
yet been discovered.121 
The death of the fifteen-year-old boy was not likely to have 
been a suicide. The caution on the part of the medical man 
to definitely assign a single cause of death in the presence 
of significant other disease was probably appropriate. The 
second case involved a seventy-three-year old man who cut 
his throat. The post-mortem examination found some 
disease of the brain and some disease of the 
heart. These of themselves I consider were 
not sufficient to cause death. Nor do I 
think the wound itself would produce death. 
But that joined with these diseases and the 
depressed state of spirits he suffered under 
were the cause of death. The wound was I 
think between two and three inches thick 
and I estimated in depth so as to just touch 
the windpipe. 
Regardless of the accuracy, the medical testimony in these 
last few cases provide the realization that the actual cause 
of death might differ from the most obvious external evid¬ 
ence. It represents an important step forward in the appli¬ 
cation of forensic medicine principles. The efforts to use 
all the techniques and science available is commendable 
even if applied only sporadically. 
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INFANTICIDE 
Infanticide, felonious homicide against children less 
122 
than one year of age, uas viewed differently than adult 
homicide in England during the period of this study. The 
approach a society takes towards investigations of death 
to a degree reflects the value placed on human life; and 
similarly, how a society investigates infant deaths reflects 
its attitudes toward children. England historically, as did 
many other societies, gave infants lesser status and it is 
important, therefore, to view infanticide historically. 
Among non-Christian societies, except Jews, infanti¬ 
cide has generally heen, if not an advocated, then certainly 
a tolerated means of eliminating both additional members 
who increase demand on the limited food resources as well 
as the sickly, deformed, and illegitimate infants. Danger 
describes Eskimo and Arctic Canadian communities whose 
elders even today put babies out to freeze when food sup- 
126 plies are low. In ancient Greece, Aristotle wrote that 
the country 
lived always under the shadow of fear of 
too many mouths to feed (and many infants 
were) a never failing cause of poverty 
among the citizens, and poverty was the 
parent of revolution.124 
Eemales were eliminated more often than males and rarely did 
parents raise more than one female, leading to many more 
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adult males than females. The prevalence of infanticide 
constituted "one of the deepest stains of the ancient _^oman7 
civilization and ... a crying vice of the empire. 
With the influence of Christianity, acceptance of wholesale 
infanticide began to change; all human life was held inviol¬ 
able, and in the fourth century, infanticide in Rome was 
made a crime punishable by death. 
Yet, clearly infanticide continued to be practiced 
throughout the centuries in Europe, and in England specific¬ 
ally. Until approximately the sixteenth century, dealing 
with infanticide was left primarily to the Church. Physical 
violence was probably uncommon and most infanticide involved 
suffocation which could be masqueraded as "overlaying," acci¬ 
dental suffocation of an infant by another person in the bed. 
The large number of references to /o-vbt- 
layin£7 in penitentials and other Church 
documents underlies the fact that it must 
have been a persistent and quite common 
problem.128 
It was, of course, nearly impossible to prove criminal 
intent. Moreover, most cases probably went imnoticed, for 
the victim could easily be hidden in the rural England of 
129 
the middle ages. 
Iroimd the year 600, penance for overlaying was set at 
one year on bread and water and two more years without flesh 
or wine, and the sentence could be reduced if the mother 
180 
were a serf or very poor. At the same time, accidental 
181 killing of an adult drew five years' punishment. In the 
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thirteenth century, church legislation continued trying to 
control overlaying. 
Under threat of excommunication from the 
Church, women should he restrained from 
keeping their children close hy in hed 
lest they smother them while in sleep. 
Likewise, it is to he known that no 
women lay down with their child in hed 
with her unless it is or is about three 
years of age. 
Though the punishment for overlaying even when discovered 
seems minor, "it was merely a recognition hy the Church of 
a method of population control hy the poor that may have 
Idd heen necessary, in many cases, for survival." It is also 
worth noting that essentially all prosecutions throughout 
the centuries involved the mother, when the perpetrator was 
recognized, and this certainly was true in this Westminster 
study. 
In the later middle ages, penalties for overlaying 
became more severe and in 1237 it vjas elevated from a venial 
IdS . . 
to a major sin. Priests had wide discretion in determin¬ 
ing appropriate punishment. The church court required com¬ 
purgators (witnesses), people who would swear that they 
believed the accused. If the necessary number of compurga¬ 
tors were brought forward, the charge would he dropped. 
Thus, despite the legal equating of infanticide with homi¬ 
cide, the society accepted the phenomenon as one that took 
place frequently in the family, and was dictated hy pres- 
sures for survival. 
they were 
The poor drew particular compassion; 
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at the mercy of the chronic cycles of famine, 
malnutrition, disease and death, and their 
children were by far the most common victim 
of parental negligence and despair, of the 
abandonment, exposure, and even infanticide, 
which must be counted among major threats 
to young life. . . in a time when the means 
of limiting birth were. . . virtually non¬ 
existent .137 
Furthermore, the governmental lack of involvement further 
demonstrated the absence of any outrage expressed by society 
against infanticide. The first traces of government involve¬ 
ment began in the twelfth century when the Crown would inves¬ 
tigate infanticide only if the perpetrator were not one of 
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the parents. More insight is provided by.the definition 
of a freeman in effect during the middle ages, which par¬ 
tially explains the vulnerability to infanticide of illegiti¬ 
mate infants and those 'grossly deformed. 
Among freemen there may not be reckoned those 
who are born of unlawful intercourse, such as 
adultery and the like (by-blow, spurious, 
bastard; and other begotten of unlawful inter¬ 
course, nor those who are procreated pervert- 
edly, against the way of human kind, as for 
example, if a woman bring forth a monster of 
a prodigy.137 
By the end of the middle ages, the Crown had taken 
from the Church all control over infanticides. However, the 
government was not any more successful controlling the 
incidence of overlaying.Infanticide in the late sixteenth 
century was tragically common, and many surely were concealed 
from the coroner. Illegitimate infants suffered most and of 
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thirty cases in one study, 
mate. 
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all hut three victims were illegiti- 
However, changes were beginning that would have an 
effect. The rapid urbanization made disposing of dead 
infants in secrecy more difficult, and simultaneously, 
society's outrage toward the current treatment of children 
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was escalating. Because of the prevalence of infanticide 
among the illegitimate children, the Act of 1623 was passed 
to prevent their murder. 
Whereas many lewd women that have been delivered 
of bastard children, to avoid their .shame and 
to escape punishment, do secretly bury, or con¬ 
ceal the death of their children, and after, 
if the child be found dead the said woman do 
allege that the said children were born dead; 
whereas it falleth out sometimes (although 
hardly it is to be proved) that the said child 
or children were murdered by the said women 
their lewd mothers, or by their assent or pro¬ 
curement; for the preventing therefore of this 
great mischief, be it enacted by the authority 
of this present Parliament, that if any woman 
after one month next ensuing the ends of this 
session of Parliament, be delivered of any 
issue of the body, male or female, which being 
born alive, should by the laws of this realm 
be a bastard, and that she endeavor privately 
either by drowning or secret burying thereof, 
or any other way, either by herself or the pro¬ 
curing of others, so to conceal the death 
thereof, as that it may not come to light, 
whether it be born alive or not, but be con¬ 
cealed, in every such case the mother so 
offending shall suffer death as in the case 
of murder except such mother can make proof 
by one witness at the least, that the child 
(whose death was by her so intended to be 
concealed) was born dead.1'^3 
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The Act equated the killing of an illegitimate infant with 
adult murder, thus giving more protection to the vulnerable 
illegitimate. More significantly, however, it reversed the 
common law presumption of innocence. Under the 1623 Act, 
any illegitimate infant that was concealed was presumed 
born alive unless the single female proved otherwise. This 
meant the child was presumed murdered if concealed, and not 
proved stillborn, thereby demanding the death penalty. 
Still, there remained a distinction between the atti¬ 
tude toward the illegitimate and legitimate child. The 
presumption, generally, was that the married 'female had 
no motive for infanticide, and therefore must have been 
temporarily insane. However, the qury was increasingly 
reluctant to convict any woman and elicit the death penalty 
for murder; "they would grasp at any suggestion that the 
baby had been stillborn, as had died in the co'urse of birth 
Id-d¬ 
or had been accidentally killed." 
There are no criminals who meet with so much 
sympathy as women guilty of infanticide. 
This feeling, largely shared by members both 
of the medical and legal profession, is 
partly explained by the exceptional nature 
of the crime, and partly perhaps by the 
exbreme harshness and cruelty of a former 
statute (the Act of 1623), which virt'ually 
visited the concealment of shame with the 
p'unishment of murder. 
Juries as noted, generally had great difficulty proving 
cause of death, and the hydrostatic l-ung test, the accepted 
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standard for judging if an infant had respired (a full dis¬ 
cussion follo-ws later) was already heing called into ques¬ 
tion by Morgagni and William Hunter as early as the mid¬ 
eighteenth century. 
The 1623 act placed a tremendous burden on the jury 
by presuming murder in the case of concealment. William 
Hunter was one of the leaders in crying out against the 
law. He claimed women should be given the "greatest com¬ 
passion, and that in general the father of the child is 
really the criminal, often cruelly so; the mother is weak, 
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credulous, and deluded." The woman is often so taken 
with shame as to commit suicide. In cases of infanticide. 
Hunter argues that innocence need not depend on full claims 
of insanity, but that most cases are not due to "phrenzy" 
(insanity) but an "unconquerable sense of shame," and that 
the female would prefer suicide except that would result in 
an inquiry and further expose their shame. 
If the single woman is delivered of a dead 
child, and if the law punished such a woman 
with death for not publishing her shame, 
does it not require more from human nature 
than a weak human can bear? In a case so 
circumstanced, surely the only crime is the 
having been pregnant, which the law does not 
mean to punish with death; and the attempt 
to conceal it by fair means should not be 
punishable by death, as that attempt arises 
from principles of virtuous shame. 
By the eighteenth century, there had developed a 
marked increase in illegitimacy secondary to the exploita¬ 
tion of the single women of the lower class, and studies 
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continued to show that the vast majority of cases of infan- 
• • n 4Q 
ticide involved single women.^ The secretary of the 
society for the rescue of young women and children testi¬ 
fied that "nine out of ten girls in trouble are domestic 
servants: in many instances the fathers of their children 
are their masters, or their masters' sons, relatives, or 
visitors." Once pregnant, the female was on her own, 
and professional midwives for a pittance would perform 
abortions, deliver the child, or "nurse the child" after 
birth, which meant killing the infant, usually with opiates 
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or starvation. Other infants were simply left in the 
street, privy, river, or on doorsteps. 
Opiates were a major source of poisoning, both inten¬ 
tionally and accidentally. Infants were routinely adminis¬ 
tered "Godfrey's mixture" as early as three to four weeks 
old and graduated to Laudanum which in some areas was given 
to nine out of ten families to keep the children quiet. 
152 Arsenic was another poison employed for murdering children. 
Besides overlaying, or infanticides, suffocation also occurred 
when infants were left in a vertically folding bed which 
"accidentally" folded up. Borbes speculates other infants 
"found dead of suffocation" might have been victims of what 
we now called sudden infant death syndrome. 
People were "so depressed by the daily sight of infant 
corpses thrown on the dust heaps of London" that a foundling 
155 hospital was opened in 17^1- The demand on the foundling 
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hospital was exorbitant, and women fought outside the gates 
to get in. In 1756, Parliament increased funds hut the hos¬ 
pital was opened to all, not -just Londoners, and babies were 
left without the mother being seen or questioned. The open 
admission policy overwhelmed the hospital. There were insuf¬ 
ficient wet nurses and "instead of being a protection to the 
living, the institution became as it were a charnel-house 
of the dead."^^"^ Thus, in 1760, Parliament was forced to 
repeal the open admission policy. 
Because of the injustice of the 1623 act, it was 
repealed in 1805, which reinstated the common-law presump¬ 
tion of stillbirth for illegitimate newborns found dead. 
The law now also stated that infanticide was equivalent to 
murder, except that if acquitted, the accused could receive 
a two-year separate prison term for concealment. In 1828 
the law was extended to include legitimate as well as ille¬ 
gitimate births; and for conviction on charges of conceal¬ 
ment, it was not necessary to prove the infant died after 
birth. By reinstating the presumption of dead birth, an 
infanticide verdict now required proof of murder, an almost 
impossible task, and this meant infanticide could be com¬ 
mitted with near impunity. Infanticide flourished. 
Dr. Dankester, one of the coroners for 
Middlesex, charged that even the police 
seemed to think no more of finding a 
dead child than of finding a dead dog or 
cat. There were, he asserted, hundreds, 
nay thousands of women living in London 
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■who were guilty of having at one time or 
another destroyed their offspring, with¬ 
out having been discovered.135 
Part of the problem was that because the infant death rate 
from nat'ural causes was so astounding, many deaths indeed 
were not due to criminal acts, and therefore death was 
ass'umed nat'ural. In the late eighteenth cent'ury, half the 
156 
children died before three years of age. Furthermore, 
j'uries continued refusing to treat infanticide as murder 
and in 1864 the Home Office advised prosecutors "to advise 
the commutation of the death penalty when a woman was con¬ 
victed of m-urdering her own child" if the child was less 
157 
than twelve months old. 
Most infanticide probably occurred in so-called 
"baby farms." Women working the fields or factories were 
forced to leave their children with n’urses known as "killer 
n'urses" or "angel makers," who constituted the "baby farms," 
where generous doses of laudan'um were administered to elim¬ 
inate any •unwanted child. Regulations of arsenic were made 
in 1850, but the sale of children's preparations of opiates 
was astronomical. In one town of approximately 6000 "one 
chemist alone sold twenty five and a half gallons of 
158 Godfrey's per week." Another horror was the practice of 
enrolling the child in burial clubs (insiirance) prior to 
killing them. Instances of enrolling a child in more than 
159 
ten clubs and collecting from all were reported. The 
clubs were extremely popular. In one town, more than 30,000 
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people were enrolled, and in some towns enrollment surpassed 
the total population. As in ancient times, females, who were 
less useful to their parents, comprised a higher incidence 
of infanticide victims.hr. William Ryan wrote in 1862, 
we cannot ignore the fact that the crime 
of infanticide. . . is widespread and on 
the increase. . . It is unhiappily true 
that infanticide is not held up in the same 
light as other murders by the public gener¬ 
ally. . . There is no crime that meets as 
much swpathy, often of the most ill-judged 
kind.151 
In addition, the already outlined problems faced by 
the coroner system in investigating suspected, homicide were 
just as relevant to infanticide. When the Middlesex coroner 
was asked by the Select Committee on Coroners, "Suppose a 
child is found dead, do the police report it to the coroner" 
he replied, "No, seldom ever." And when asked, "Why do you 
not take inquests on cases of overlaid children?," he 
replied, "Because no notice is sent to me, the police dispose 
of them."^^^ 
Not until 1926 did every death require certification 
by either a doctor or the coroner. The ability to register 
deaths without certification until the twentieth century 
allowed Mary Cotten in only a few years to poison her 
mother, three husbands, fifteen children and a lodger before 
16 S 
suspicion was aroused. In 1850 it was reported that 
in England there are, annually, not less than 
40,000 children who are stated to be still¬ 
born, and of the fact and cause of whose death 
no certificate whatever is required. An inves¬ 
tigation is never, or but rarely, made as to 
the circumstances; neither is the burial ever 
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registered. Great facilities are thus afforded 
for the concealment of hirth, and also for the 
commission of the crime of infanticide. Chil¬ 
dren, who have been horn alive, are frequently 
interred as stillborn, in order to avoid the 
burial fees, while stillborn children are fre¬ 
quently represented to have been born alive, 
in order to obtain money from burial clubs. 
In Manchester, forty-five per cent of stillbirths were 
interred without testimony supporting stillbirth or cause 
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of death. The second half of the nineteenth century, 
however, saw the beginnings of reform. The press became 
a powerful voice for reform. 
The Standard in 1862 denounced 'this execrable 
system of wholesale murder' while the Morning 
Star in 1865 asserted that 'this crime is posi¬ 
tively becoming a national institution,' _^nd 
a member of Parliament declared that the coun¬ 
try held7 a carnival of infant slaughter. . . 
every year a massacre of the innocents.1^° 
In 1872 the first Infant Life Protection Act was 
enacted requiring registration of all houses with more than 
one child under twelve months of age. This would thus 
register all "baby farms." All deaths including still¬ 
births were to be reported. 
As Hunter had long before advocated, the court began 
to consider the mental status of the accused. Rather than 
adhere to the stricter rules of legal insanity for homicide, 
a 1922 bill outlined an extraordinarily liberal definition 
of excusable mental status in cases of infanticide: 
Where a woman unlawfully by any direct means 
intentionally causes the death of her newly 
born child, but at the time. . .had not fully 
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recovered from the effect of giving hirth 
to such a child, and by reason thereof the 
balance of her mind was disturbed. . . 
/she shall not be held responsibl_e7-^^'^ 
The phrase "the balance of her mind was disturbed" was inter¬ 
preted by juries as emotional upset rather than insanity. 
Furthermore, the law allowed juries the flexibility to 
deliver a verdict of manslaughter as an alternative to mur¬ 
der, and j'udges were given the flexibility to render a sen¬ 
tence ranging from life imprisonment to a fine or conditional 
discharge.Thus the law created a more sophisticated 
system with a wider range of penalty than simply execution 
or innocence in which the defendant was routinely released. 
These regulations, growing public interest in mater¬ 
nity and child care, progress in pediatrics and subsequent 
advances in contraception, all led to a decrease in infanti¬ 
cide and the infant mortality rate. This does not mean, how¬ 
ever, that newborn lives even presently hold value equiva¬ 
lent to adults. The chart (appendix) demonstrates that from 
1923 to 1965, of those convicted of infanticide, the per cent 
going to jail has plummeted (49% to 1%) and the number 
released completely or on probation has increased (4/% to 
73%). Thus, the lower status afforded the infant "has been 
institutionalized in English law on infanticide which pre¬ 
scribes lesser penalties than those for adult homicide as 
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well as establish a very liberal insanity defense." 
The current study provided useful information on inves¬ 
tigations of infanticide cases. Although infanticide is 
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strictly defined as felonious homicide of children under one 
year of age, the data here also include cases in which the 
victim was over twelve months old hut was referred to as an 
infant. However, such cases will he noted specifically. 
The chart helow listed the number of infanticides and their 
causes of death, and in addition lists the numher of cases 
in which the verdict was simply "found dead," meaning the 
O'ury was unahle to discern if the cause of death was felon¬ 
ious homicide or a natural death. 
The numher of infanticide verdicts, including three 
victims older than one year and two of unknown age, revealed 
approximately equal numbers of males, eighteen, and females, 
sixteen. However, the numher of cases listed as "found dead" 
showed a higher female to male ratio, thirty-three to twenty. 
This female preference is expected since many of these cases 
in doubt were due to infanticide. The most obvious points 
to he noted from the chart are the increasing ratio of 
"found deads" relative to infanticide in the last two periods, 
and that strangulation is listed as the most common form of 
infanticide. Perhaps, however, what is most significant is 
what the above data does not include. This study contained 
sixty-eight cases of "accidental" burns or scalds producing 
death. Nearly all these cases involved young infants. 
Despite this prevalence of "accidental" suffocation and 
burns, few, if any, of these cases were considered infanti¬ 
cide. Despite the widespread use of laudanum and other 
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toxic agents, there were also no verdicts of infanticide 
from poison. Despite the frequency of deaths of infants 
over one year of age occurring in "hahy farms" and for col¬ 
lection of burial money, few cases in this study were not 
newborns. Except for three cases of children definitely 
over twelve months of age and two of unknown age, all infan¬ 
ticide cases were newborns. Similarly, in cases listed as 
"found dead" all but two, one two weeks old and the other 
five weeks old, were newborns. Both cases of infanticide 
of unstated age occurred in the first period, 1761-1765, 
and involved a female who had been thrown into a "bog- 
house" (priATy) and "assaulted," and a male "found drowned 
(murdered)." Also in the first period, there was a ver¬ 
dict of chance-medley (accidental homicide), which involved 
an "infant of sixteen years" playing with a "drawn sword" 
at the academy of Soho Square. This was the only individual 
over ten referred to as an infant. The other two non-new¬ 
born infanticides were an 1807 case of a man who cut his 
ten year-old son's throat and then cut his own, and a fif¬ 
teen month-old male who supposedly died of criminal neglect, 
hone of these cases contained medical testimony, except pos¬ 
sibly the last case in which all depositions, including any 
medical testimony, were forwarded to the Old Bailey for 
trial. Missing depositions, forwarded to the Old Bailey, 
were not frequent in case of infanticide because rarely was 
the perpetrator known or prosecuted. 
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The question of infanticide was one of the most chal¬ 
lenging for the medical practitioner "both hecanse of the 
prevalence of the problem and the difficulty in proving it. 
Guy outlined the proper procedure for carrying out a medical 
investigation in suspected cases of infanticide. 
1. Examine the body of the child to deter¬ 
mine its degree of maturity; for this purpose, 
weigh and measure it, ascertain the position 
of the centre of the body, and attend to the 
several points comprised in the description of 
the growth and development of the foetus. 
Note also any malformation that may be 
present. 
2. Note the several circumstances by which 
the time that has elapsed since the death of 
the child may be determined, such as the pres¬ 
ence or absence of animal heat and rigidity, 
the existence or non-existence of putrefaction, 
and, if putrefaction be present, the degree to 
which it has advanced. 
3. Examine the entire surface of the body 
with a view to discover marks of violence, 
and, if any be present, determine whether they 
might have been produced during birth, or by 
accidental causes acting afterwards. Examine 
the mouth for foreign bodies introduced into 
it, and the fontanelies, orbits, heart, and 
nuchae, in search of wounds inflicted by 
pointed instruments. Note the state of the 
umbilical cord, measure it, and ascertain 
whether it has been torn or cut; and observe 
the condition of the skin. 
4. Open the chest, and remove the heart, 
lungs, and thymus gland. Separate the lungs, 
and carefully inspect their surface. Observe 
whether they are of a uniform liver-colour and 
compact consistency throughout, or uniformly 
spongy like the adult lung, or mottled with 
developed aircells, as in imperfect respira¬ 
tion. If there are parts of a lighter colour 
than the rest, observe whether the texture of 
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the lung is developed in those parts, and 
distinguish the developed cells from air 
the product of incipient or advanced putre¬ 
faction, hy applying gentle pressure with 
the finger. In lungs free from putrefac¬ 
tion, the hydrostatic test may be resorted 
to, to ascertain their degree of buoyancy, 
as a rough measure of the quantity of air 
which they contain. 
5. Examine the heart and foramen ovale; 
the ductus arteriosus and venosus; and the 
umbilical arteries and vein. Observe whether 
these parts are contracted, and to what 
extent, or obliterated; and whether they con¬ 
tain much or little blood. 
6. Examine the stomach to ascertain whether 
the child has been fed, using for this purpose 
the tests for sugar, milk, and starch; if there 
is any appearance of inflammation in the alimen¬ 
tary canal, test its contents with a view to 
the discovery of poison. Note whether the 
intestine contains meconium and in what quan¬ 
tity, and whether the urinary bladder contains 
urine. 
7- Examine the bones of the skull both at 
vertex and base, in search of fractures. 
Inspect the brain and its membranes, and note 
any effusion of blood or serum. Examine the 
spine with a view to the discovery of disloca¬ 
tion or fracture of the vertebrae. 
8. Examine the suspected female in order to 
ascertain whether she has been recently delivered, 
and how long. In certain cases, inquire into the 
state of the woman’s mind.!"^^ 
In the autopsies that follow, it is obvious that many of these 
recommendations were followed in the nineteenth century. 
As stated, all the remaining infanticides, twenty-nine 
cases, involved newborns, and in this chapter, cases of true 
infanticide will be discussed first, followed by cases judged 
L--;. 
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"found dead," and finally other important cases. There was 
only one autopsy performed in an infanticide case in the 
first period, 1765- 
Richard Rerrly, surgeon, on his oath saith that 
he examined the female child and found inflam¬ 
mation and tumor on the right hreast hy a stroke, 
and that the navel string was not tied, or taken 
any care of, hut the after hirth only cut from 
it. He says that the lungs of the said child 
were inflated, and floated entirely upon the 
surface of the water, which is an incontestable 
proof that the child was horn alive. 
Thus, the verdict was based on a scientific experiment that 
many medical personnel felt proved that a child had been 
born alive. 
The hydrostatic lung test was the primary test during 
this period for live birth. The test entailed placing the 
whole and then separate parts of the infant's lungs in 
water. Since respiration causes air intake into the lungs 
and lowers the specific gravity, the lungs were expected to 
171 float if the infant had respired and sink if stillborn. ' 
This test was first used in the seventeenth century 
and was notable for being one of the first medical tests 
useful in medicolegal investigations. The test was pro- 
posed by Sonnenkalb in 1561 in Saxony. The first appli- 
178 
cation was by Johann Schreyer in 1682 in Sileria, in an 
infanticide case. 
Significant criticisms of the test developed as early 
174 
as 1761, and some of these were well outlined by William 
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H-unter in 1783- He pointed out that lungs may contain air 
without respiration secondary to putrefaction and artificial 
inflation. Most importantly, Hunter warned that even if 
these considerations have been accounted for, the test could 
not be expected to be infallible proof of murder. 
But the most dangerous and common error is 
supposing the experiment to have been fairly 
made, and that we have guarded against every 
deception above mentioned, we may rashly con¬ 
clude that the child was born alive, and there¬ 
fore must probably have been murdered; I will 
only observe, that in fair equity, it cannot 
amount to more than a ground of suspicion, 
and therefore should not determine a question, 
otherwise doubtful, between an acquittal, or 
an ignominious death.175 
Guy later noted the possibility of false negative results, 
sinking even when the baby had lived, if the breathing had 
been only partial, due to significant atelectasis or in 
the presence of significant lung diseases. However, Guy 
claimed that if the lungs were fully inflated, then almost 
certainly the child had been born alive. Other tests of 
live birth were also studied by Guy and he elucidated their 
176 deficiencies. Forbes ‘ mentions that the hydrostatic test 
presently is considered of dubious accuracy. 
In the 1765 case mentioned above, the physician con¬ 
sidered the test to be completely accurate. However, with 
the exception of that 1765 case, the test was not performed 
in any of the 1761-1765 or 1800-1803 autopsies. On the 
other hand, except where prevented by decomposition, the 
lung test was performed in the vast majority of 1835-1838 
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and 1865-1866 cases, and sometimes represented the entire 
examination performed. 
Interestingly, another case in the first period, 1762, 
involved a male hahy "born alive and left unattended in the 
street" -who subsequently died. The verdict was murder. 
There was no significant medical evidence and it is unclear 
how the o'ury decided he was born alive. The only evidence 
provided was that there "was no stool in the diaper." Pre¬ 
sumably the presence of stool would have added support that 
the baby had been born alive. Similarly, a 1765 murder case 
with a verdict of "choking and strangling" contained no 
evidence except the unsupported statement contradicting the 
verdict that "the infant was born alive with no marks of 
violence and the string was tied (umbilical cord)." These 
cases with so little evidence, no medical testimony, and 
apparent contradiction are difficult to interpret. Similar 
cases occurred later as well. In a second period inquest, 
1801, a male was found in a ditch, and Samuel Partridge 
(an apothecary) was called to provide medical testimony. 
He examined the body without performing an autopsy and 
claimed the body was in a putrefied state with "no ligature 
about the navel. It is not possible to know whether he 
was born alive or dead." Nevertheless, the qury decided 
on "willful murder against person or persons unknown. The 
infant was placed in a water ditch in Belgrave Place and 
was drowned." While there was only a single autopsy in the 
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first period and none in the second period of this study, 
in the later two periods essentially every case of infanti¬ 
cide contained a post-mortem and medical testimony. Such 
completeness was not found in homicides and suicides. Per¬ 
haps this was partially due to the general difficulty of 
proving infanticide since most newborn deaths were without 
external marking, while the suspected suicide and homicide 
cases that were investigated rarely involved subtle methods. 
Several cases of infanticide in the last two periods 
provide further information on the application of medicolegal 
evidence. The first was the only case (1835) of manslaughter 
rather than murder. It involved a single mother, who hid 
her pregnancy. The surgeon testified that he 
examined the state of the lungs and tried the 
usual test that of their sinking or swimming 
in water, they did the latter, from which I 
inferred the child might have been born alive, 
but this test, at best, is but a very falla¬ 
cious one. Unfortunately at present we are not 
in possession of any accurate means of ascer¬ 
taining this important fact. The impression 
of my mind is from the very healthy fine 
appearance of the child together with other 
anatomical appearances, there being no diseased 
state of viscera, that this child was born 
alive and if so it must have perished from 
loss of blood. . . the mother must have 
delivered herself. 
The last statement was probably made because the cord was 
untied. Note also the careful discussion of the lung test. 
As with homicide verdicts, infanticide generally involved 
literally violent deaths. Neglect, such as failure to tie 
the cord, rarely was sufficient to deliver a verdict of 
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infanticide, probably because of the possibility that the 
infant might have been stillborn. I’-urthermore, textbooks 
of the day claimed failure to tie the cord of the infant, 
177 if it were born alive, in most cases would not be fatal. '' 
Thus, this case of felonious homicide, though limited to 
manslaughter, was an exception, and in general an untied 
cord did not result in a verdict of infanticide. The above 
case and the following in 1866 were the only two "untied 
strings" to obtain a finding of infanticide. 
It is the body of a full term female child. 
It was in quite a healthy state, a very fine 
child. The navel string had not been tied. 
It had been cut by a sharp instrument. There 
was no mark of violence at all. The body had 
not been washed. The lungs presented a 
healthy appearance. On removing them and 
immersing them in water they floated. The 
lungs did not fill the chest. They were not 
fully inflated. The organs were all healthy. 
There is nothing to show the cause of death. 
I consider the deceased died from loss of 
blood. Neglect at birth. There was nothing 
in the stomach, no food had passed. 
Verdict: murder. 
However, there was no evidence of hemorrhage as the cause of 
death other than failure to tie the cord. The absence of 
food in the stomach and none "passing" supposedly shows 
the infant had not eaten, binding food would be evidence 
for having lived. 
In several cases, adequate post-mortems could not be 
performed because of decomposition of the body. In an 
1855 case in which an infant was found in a ditch with a 
small string around his neck, the surgeon 
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found the child is so decomposed a state that 
I cannot give an opinion of the cause of its 
death or -whether it had received any violence. 
From the size of the child it might he from one 
day to five months. 
No autopsy was made. The verdict was "fo-und dead -under sus¬ 
picious circ-umstances and supposed hy the said j-urors to 
have been murdered." 
A few cases contained medical testimony that directly 
resulted in verdicts of infanticide. In one inquest in 1836 
a police note stated that a baby was fo-und still warm and 
nearby a yo-ung girl who had been crying was taken into 
custody. The surgeon testified that, 
after trying the usual experiments of ascer¬ 
taining whether the child was stillborn or 
born alive, I fo-und that it had been born 
alive. There were ligat-ure marks aro-und the 
throat and the parietal bone of the skull was 
fract-ured. I examined the girl in custody 
and ascertained that she is not the mother of 
the child in question. The navel string was 
cut the us-ual length and had been sec-ured. 
In an 1866 case the physician 
fo-und bruises about the neck and mouth. The 
1-ungs were fully inflated filling the chest 
and small portions could be made to sink. 
The right side of the heart was full of black 
fluid blood, the left was contracted. I 
believe the child had fully breathed and the 
cause of death was s-ulfocation. 
Frequently when the right side of the heart was fo-und to be 
full of blood, the surgeon would conclude that the infant 
died from s-uffocation. Other cases of s-uffocation were 
listed as "fo-und dead" and presumably the physician acknowl¬ 
edging the fully inflated lungs and the neck and mouth 
br-uises elicited this murder verdict. 
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As late as 1866 two cases decided, based on the hydro¬ 
static limg test, that the children had definitely been born 
alive. "I applied the water test and had no doubt he had 
been born alive." In the second case the surgeon said. 
There was a wound in the back of the neck 
about two inches long completely dividing 
the spine. The lungs will prove whether he 
was born alive. 
A second surgeon stated that the navel string 
appeared tied. The limgs were fully inflated. 
The stomach never contained food. The wound 
caused instant death. 
Again the fully inflated lungs were interpreted as indicating 
definite live birth. 
As in other categories of felonious violent death, medi¬ 
cal evidence varied greatly in cases of infanticide. As men¬ 
tioned, the total absence of medical testimony in most of the 
17OI-I705 cases, "found in the pond drowned," slowly evolved 
to frequent medical depositions without autopsies in the 
1800-1803 period, "There was a mark on the left side of the 
throat and umbilical cord untied." Testimony progressed in 
the later two periods and consistently contained at least 
limited post-mortem examinations, if only to apply the hydro¬ 
static lung test. Still, within the last two periods, stand¬ 
ards varied greatly. A particularly thorough autopsy 
involved a female infant in 1865: 
a fine child of full period gestation. It was 
in a state of decomposition. The face was 
flattened and swollen and the tongue protruding. 
I could not make out any mouth. The funis was 
torn off clear of the body. A small quantity of 
fresh blood about the face. I made a post-mortem 
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on the body. On dividing the integuments 
there was a great deal of blood. The limgs 
were fully developed and healthy. I have no 
doubt the child was born alive. The lungs 
floated in water. The heart was natural. The 
liver was very much decomposed. A quantity of 
bloody serum escaped on opening the head. There 
was no mark of violence. I cannot say from what 
the child died. It had the appearance of a 
drowned child. Suffocation might cause this 
appearance. I think the child died by foul 
means. The symptoms I saw could not be pro¬ 
duced accidentally. 
The child was considered born alive in 1866 because of the 
lung test, yet decomposition and putrefaction had long been 
recognized to give false positive results. 
Information can also be gained from the cases con¬ 
sidered "foimd dead" where the jury was unable to determine 
a verdict between murder and natural death. It is again 
worth noting that the verdict "found dead," was reached 
only in the later periods; in the 1761-1765 and 1800-1803 
periods, verdicts on the infants were limited to infanticide, 
accidental, or natural death. These cases of "found dead," 
even those with medical testimony, generally concluded with 
the finding, "cause of death unknown" or "cannot tell if 
born alive." 
In several "found dead" cases, it seemed murder would 
be the likely verdict, since there often existed stronger 
evidence here than in many of the early infanticide cases. 
The strong hesitancy of jircies in these later years to reach 
a verdict of murder, even when the perpetrator was unknown. 
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is evident in the number of cases "foimd dead." It is dif¬ 
ficult to ascertain how the jury differentiated between mur¬ 
der and some of the "found dead" cases examined below. 
An 1865 newborn female was 
decomposed. The cord was not tied. There 
was a deep groove around the neck with 
bruised marks caused by the application of 
a ligature before death or immediately 
afterwards. Both lungs partially inflated 
and sank with great difficulty when placed 
in water. The right side of the heart con¬ 
tained black fluid blood, not clotted. I 
infer the child partially inspired but can¬ 
not say whether it had fully lived. 
Comparison of this case to infanticides mentioned earlier 
with similar evidence points out the unexplained variability 
in verdicts. In another 1865 case, 
the head and face were bruised. There were 
lacerations on the chest not made by any 
instrument but perhaps by clumsy handling. 
The cord was not tied. The bruises I think 
were inflicted during life. The brain was 
greatly congested. The right side of the 
heart was full, and the left empty. Both 
lungs were inflated. Their vessels had 
blood, and the limgs had to be destroyed 
before they would sink in water. The 
stomach was empty. I believe the deceased 
had breathed and lived. The bruises were 
inflicted during life and death was by 
suffocation. 
The jury concluded, "suffocation, no evidence how." Again, 
with the described bruises, it is hard to understand why 
the verdict was not murder as in similar infanticide cases. 
The next two cases, in which the j'uries force sur¬ 
geons to retract evidence in support of murder, even more 
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strongly question the attitudes of the particular jury. A 
single, twenty-one year old woman delivered in 1836 and 
Mr. ^French deposed, 
that the child has arrived at about the full 
period of utero-gestation. The child was 
born alive and that death was occasioned 
either by suffocation or by violence to the 
head, in which case it might have died from 
apoplexy. The skin was not injured but thro' 
the skin the fingers could ascertain a semi¬ 
circular ridge in the situation of the right 
parietal bone extending partially across the 
left which gave the idea of a fracture. The 
bone at this period of life is not in a 
brittle state and therefore was not so 
decidedly fractured as a perfectly ossified 
bone would be under a fracture condition, but 
on denuding the bone entirely of its coverings 
it was as much' fractured as such a substance 
is capable of being fractured. I have examined 
the person of Ann Middlebrook now in this work- 
house and I am of the opinion that she had 
recently been delivered of a child. 
Despite this extensive discussion of the skull fractures, 
the jury, unwilling to render a verdict of murder, recalled 
Mr. Drench and questioned him. He testified that "it is 
quite possible that the fracture might have taken place 
after death. There is no direct proof of the mother having 
used violence." The second case was one of the most fascin¬ 
ating studied. In this 1866 suspicious and somewhat comical 
case, both a midwife and surgeon testified, and the jury 
absolutely refused to make an indictment for murder. 
_^he midwif_e7 saw there a young woman sitting 
on a chair. I asked her what was the matter 
with her. She said nothing. She persisted in 
saying there was nothing the matter. I asked 
her if she had miscarried. She said no. I 
asked her if she had been pregnant, if she had 
been confined. She said no. Her mother 
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requested her to let me examine her hut she 
refused. After great persuasion she said if 
she was allowed to go into another room and 
take off her drawers she would consent to he 
examined. I examined her and withdrew the 
placenta. She said oh dear what is that you 
have taken from me. I said an after hirth. 
I said where's the child. She said she had 
not had one. I said you must have heen 
delivered. She said I have not. I then 
called her mother in and showed her the pla¬ 
centa hut the girl still persisted she had 
not had a child. I then left. In about two 
minutes I was called hack and in a hox which 
the mother showed me I saw the deceased child. 
It was folded up and tied in a piece of colored 
apron or calico. The bundle was tied tight. 
There was also a piece of calico tied around 
the neck. I untied it. I can't say whether 
it was tight or not. 
/The surgeon testifie/Z when I got to the house 
I saw Julia Bennett sitting by the fire and her 
mother said she was in great grief and had heen 
confined of a child. The mother said I am very 
sorry for what has taken place. The deceased 
child was brought wrapped in two cloths, both 
of which were saturated with blood. The body 
of the child was unwashed and stained with 
blood and mucous such as would be about the 
body of a new born child. The umbilical cord 
was about three inches long and torn and 
there was no ligature at all about it nor had 
there been. There was the mark of a ligature 
around the neck, an ecchymosed mark. The 
tongue was protruding. The pupils were dilated. 
The arms and legs were both contracted. 
It was a male child of full term. The body 
weighed exactly seven pounds. It measured 
twenty inches in length. The full round the 
chest was twelve inches. I first opened the 
chest. It was well rounded and filled up. 
The lungs were fully inflated filling up the 
whole cavity of the chest. They were of a 
bright pinkish hue and crepitant under pre- 
sure. I opened the peridardium and found the 
right side of the heart full of dark blood. 
I removed the whole of the heart and lungs 
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together with the trachea and the esophagus. 
I placed it in water and it all floated 
together. 1 afterwards divided the Inngs 
into different portions and they all floated. 
Blood oozed from the incision of the lungs 
and air escaped. The stomach contained ahont 
an ounce of mucus. The colon was full of 
meconium. The bladder was full of water. 
I then opened the brain. Upon dividing the 
scalp about half an oimce of dark blood 
flowed out. Upon opening the skull about 
an ounce of blood or more flowed out from 
the brain. The whole of the vessels of the 
brain and the sinuses were very much con¬ 
gested and one or more of the sinuses must 
have been ruptured. 
I am of the opinion that the child lived and 
died partially from the effects of strangula¬ 
tion and partly from the effects of'hemorrhage 
from the navel cord. I believe the child must 
have been fully delivered before its death. 
The mark around the neck was perfect all the 
way round. 
Thus, there was evidence for a strong indictment of murder 
based on the medical testimony. However, because of the 
gury's reluctance to render a murder verdict, the surgeon 
was recalled and raised doubts about the cause of death. 
The child might have breathed sufficiently to 
have caused the lungs to float before leaving 
the mother. The protrusion of the tongue 
might be produced in the course of an ordinary 
labor and before the birth of a child. In 
giving my opinion that the child must have 
been fully delivered before its death, I was 
influenced by the quantity of blood I observed 
in the cloths in which the child was wrapped 
and that that blood came from the navel string. 
The ecchymosed mark round the neck might have 
been caused by the ligature being applied 
before the birth of the child, or within two 
or three minutes after the death. 
Two cases of suffocation were noteworthy. An 1835 
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eight week female "was foimd dead in hed between her mother 
and father." The surgeon said, "the child was normal except 
the Inngs and brain were congested. The heart was empty and 
collapsed. She died from suffocation." The surgeon appar¬ 
ently visited the house and testified that "the stench in 
the room was obnoxious and quite sufficient to asphyxiate 
any child. The bed is designed for one, not for four 
people who were sleeping in it." The other case occurring 
in 1836 was unique because within the inquest was a copy of 
an eight by eleven published poster of a reward offer 
(appendix) by the Parish of St. George, Hanover Square, 
of ten pounds for "information as may lead to the conviction 
of the guilty party" in the death of a newborn male child 
fouQd dead and "supposed to have been murdered." The sur¬ 
geon testified in the case after performing a detailed 
autopsy: 
I examined the body of the child yesterday. 
It might have been dead from 36 to 48 hours, 
but not more, for there was no sign of com¬ 
mencing decomposition. The delivery must 
have been rapid, as the head was not much 
congested nor the scalp swollen. 
1. The child was born about 14 days before 
the full term, or between that period and 
the end of the 8th month because the half of 
its length reached to one inch above the 
umbilicus. This is also further confirmed 
by the child weighing 5 lbs. 10 oz. avoir¬ 
dupois and measuring 18 3/4 inches in'length. 
2. The child was born alive. 1. because the 
lungs were in several parts crepitous, of a 
bright crimson colour and rounded at their 
edges. 2. they weighed 635 grams. 3* they 
floated in water even when cut in pieces and 
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prepped. 4. the diameter of the pulmonary 
artery was to the arterial duct as 19 to 11. 
3. It lived a very short time only, not so 
long as to allow the lungs to be fully 
expanded so that one was very dark coloured 
and solid weighing nearly 100 grains less 
than the other. 
4. There was no apparent cause of death found 
internally nor was there any mark of external 
violence whatever. The umbilical cord had been 
cut at the distance of 6 inches from its 
attachment to the child. No ligature had been 
placed around it but the quantity of blood in 
the body showed that the death was not occasioned 
by bleeding. There was no frothy fluid or other 
substance in the mouth or air passages. Yet, 
the child having once commenced to breathe being 
well formed and in every respect perfectly 
organized, and taking all the circumstances into 
consideration, it appears highly probable if not 
certain that the death was occasioned by the 
access of air to the lungs being prevented. 
This opinion is supported by the state of the 
lungs and great blood vessels of the right side 
of the heart which were much distended with 
blood. 
The sirrgeon's opinion was again based on the lung test but 
the surgeon was also impressed by the fact that the right 
side of the heart and pulmonary arteries were filled with 
blood. Over and over in the autopsies, such evidence was 
considered to indicate suffocation in the belief that if air 
were denied the lungs, blood would be unable to pass through 
the lungs and would fill the right side of the heart. 
Despite the surgeon's testimony and the poster's proclama¬ 
tion of murder, the jury failed to be convinced and insisted 
"found dead from suffocation." ^ The jury's besitancy to 
convict a woman of murder is perhaps understandable and 
humane, but at the same time, made infanticide an almost 
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■unpimishable offence. The poster offering a revjard for use¬ 
ful information, and the surgeon's efforts to criticize the 
overpopulation bed as a health hazard were the only evidence 
that the public was concerned with infanticide and with the 
quality of life of these infants. Such attitudes are welcome 
signs of social advancement, finally giving some value to the 
life of the infant. 
Aside from the "found dead" verdicts, there were other 
cases raising the question of infanticide. Only three were 
termed overlaid. All three, one each in 1835? 1836, and 
1865, contained no post-mortem examinations; and only one 
(1835) had medical evidence, which stated only that "the 
baby's face, right side and fingernails were livid, and the 
death appeared to be such as would be produced by any 
obstruction to the entry of air into the lungs." Certainly 
as already mentioned, the coroner did not see all cases of 
overlaying, and probably not even most. The lack of aggres¬ 
siveness in these cases probably reflects recognition of the 
impossibility of differentiating intentional from accidental 
suffocation, and even with an autopsy, there would be no 
distinguishing signs to prove or negate overlaying. 
Based on medical testimony, two cases of questionable 
infanticide were termed natural death. One was a five week 
old male (1865) found dead in bed. 
The heart was malformed from birth. This might 
produce sudden death at any time. All other 
organs were healthy. He died a nat-ural death 
from congenital malformation of the heart. 
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Such a finding should reinforce the need for an autopsy, 
even in cases of overlaying. The other case was a newborn 
female (1835)- 
I examined the body of the deceased child. 
There were no external marks of violence 
whatever but the labour was most probably a 
difficult one from the shape of the deceased's 
head. I opened the body. On cutting through 
the walls of the chest a quantity of water 
escaped, about a large wineglass full. We 
took the lungs out of the chest and examined 
them. . . and we are of the opinion that the 
quantity of water in the chest had prevented 
respiration from being fairly established. ¥e 
went into a more particular examination of the 
body and upon the whole we think that the child 
was not born alive and certainly there were no 
visible means having been used to deprive the 
deceased of life. . . The navel string was not 
tied from which I conjecture the mother had not 
been attended by a Midwife but had she been she 
certainly could not have preserved the life of 
the Child. It was full grown. There was no 
blood in the heart which is proof that the child 
had never fairly breathed. 
While these two cases suggested acquittal based on 
medical testimony, two other cases listed as natural death 
ignored serious questions of neglect. One (1837) involved 
the newborn infant of a single female. 
The child died a natural death within 12 hours 
of her birth and the death was occasioned by 
gross neglect on the said mother's part but 
under fright and being taken by siu?prise. She 
had not tied the navel string. 
Perhaps the woman was freed because she was the servant to a 
surgeon who found the infant, cleaned it, and tied the cord. 
Clearly, the jury accepted Hunter's liberal definition of 
acceptable neglect from emotional upset. The second case 
involved an eight week old infant "ailing from diarrhea" in 
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the care of a day niirse. A midwife attempted to obtain a 
certificate of death from a Mr. Pearce, hut he refused 
because he wanted the child examined by a medical man. A 
policeman called James Hunt (surgeon) to see the child. 
Hunt said, 
the child was extremely emaciated. The body 
weight 4 1/2 pouQds. The organs were per¬ 
fectly healthy. There was food in the stomach. 
The mesenteric glands were somewhat enlarged. 
There was inflammation of the bowels, and 
scarcely a particle of flesh upon its bones 
resulting from want of breast milk. The child 
died a natural death from atrophy arising 
from want of breast milk. 
A midwife also testified that the "mother went to a family 
in Cornwall four weeks ago. The mother could not suckle it 
One wonders if the dry nurse was not indeed one of the 
dreaded "killer nurses." 
Inquests were also held on a pair of suspected poison 
ings with opium preparations. In an 1838 case the surgeon 
testified: 
The child was in a comatose state with respira¬ 
tion very difficult, could scarcely swallow and 
I considered it could not survive. I tried 
every thing but without avail. I stopped about 
an hour after, and twice afterwards tried again 
but she died about 10 in the night of that day. 
The child was 7 weeks old. I attended her 
mother at the birth. It was a perfectly healthy 
child. The deceased aunt is confined by illness 
in the same house and I had her under my care. 
On account of the state of the deceased's bowels 
I told the parents they might give her some cas¬ 
tor oil. I did not send that. About three weeks 
previously I had send medicine for the child's 
uncle. This medicine contained sulfuric acid and 
20 drops of this mixture would occasion the death 
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3rtXSod a:ji: i^oqx' d5QJ’'i. lo r 'ojIa'O'iaoa 
'i.tii'-,. xa'? ..'ixai io «Q‘il ?*iix.d‘i:ifa,9‘x .] 
' 1.- v,oq.m.O'xl dj^'eab Xs/xiiJ’fta e« '• 
,ili!SL 'iA jiO'itZ '< 
■■vfiii'sl od ic.i0w 'rotitcv.^ vdiT xf.iii)- oale a^lwbiiti A 
*Vvi’ii'r'.'a dcui i!,‘ rijr*>o jxiai i jm ^I'l’'!’ tt/oI XIbwi’pxqO ai 
jA:S BitO ‘.'‘.ri jOt. ;tBW Brirx^sxi 8'J0X)aOW ®£lO J 
” *idX£-i3r” ftabsaiJb 
-Toa/'-.^ / ;';j- I-:.!.:! lo ijctj'} B .TO J&Iarf o8Xp Bcraw B;^a0ifp^I '■! 
■•-••asciiin oxi-t xic.'^X ue *^1 *yiqo d:txw a^ixi 'j 
V 
I 
-.i^i*;v oV;/’t5fii6o s ai p »•,' BfXtlo | 
l.ao wc‘IX'^.*'% .'■J ■»ox,.'>a noltf 
'6i'rcf r .^vivTl/a xo^z bf,&PD :if F^0'f.5>bi'Q4?<o I ,. » 
,:«/..•(> Or ji.rod-a X .Iiovb ^j-£r/a^i^yiv/ cfL-v/ ^''t,^V0 ' .i 
bifui . /^•;^.'.■=‘ stfoji tie -: fl 
.’x^b r/«dt ^jtnyjUi dX ci dx’ode b^?i6 I 
'led. I bJfQ si0<9.^’V a«w b£‘tdK> sd'I' J 
*tiid-Iiae(d *! adw tt'.I *>TdNxii.f •z)d;^ do %Qd^oa ., ,^j 
aht^dXXi: v.:'' 5aa.:'lTQo ex -Xai/a p{*Qm^6\T 9‘i!J .biido , X ^ 
.3rKr x^£ x^'tau -tail i>dd X biro er^-od-a ji:^« add x. i.m 
J.©w<jcf o * bft 3 ■'9i>©X -aiid io ed.R-^a ^nuotyoe atO ,< 
"aao a^lj^Xcc ^,X'{sT.,:;q E«d.d blOiT I ;i 
axs/j.^r JuodA .r-^cj.d brraa J-od bxX I .I/.o lod 'ft 
a’MXito oaxoife^dR bnoa dt-zi I xXs-izoXvsctJj ,| 
bne bloB &Xut£jXim ecuoXo^j^ .©lorix; j ']| 
atigteaoi^o bXi/civ lo aqpoft (K . * 
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of an infant of the age of the deceased. I am of 
the opinion that the deceased died from having 
a large dose of the before mentioned mixture. 
The parties before mentioned are sober people. 
Verdict: accidental death from wrong medicine 
given. 
The second possible poisoning was a detailed case involving 
in 1865 a two month old female daughter of an unmarried ser¬ 
vant. This case also raised the question of malpractice. 
/pr. Norris, surgeon, testified7 I was called 
and found her dead and quite cold. I should 
say she had been dead about an hoirr. No 
external appearance to account for death. I 
have made a post-mortem examination. I 
examined her head and found her vessels 
highly congested and somewhat softened. I 
opened the chest and found lungs vascular 
and the back part consolidated. The heart 
was flaccid and an increased quantity of 
serum in the pericardium. Liver healthy, 
kidney healthy, stomach and intestines 
heaIthy. 
The whole of the body emaciated. I believe it 
had had opium and it would have the effect in 
so weakly a child as producing the vascularity 
and render the child unable to receive nourish¬ 
ment from its food. I consider that the cause 
of the death was from congestion of the lungs 
accelerated by the administration of opium. 
There was a note signed by members of the Jury telling the 
coroner to "issue an order for the examination of Francis 
Hind as a medical witness on the inquest. . . the medical 
evidence not being satisfactory." Francis Hind, surgeon, 
was summoned and deposed. 
The prescription produced is in my writing. 
There were 3 powders. Each powder to contain 
2 grains of grey powder, 1 grain powdered 
rhubarb and one grain of Dovers. One tenth 
part of Dovers powder in each powder contains 
'lo are I lo 83’?. lo nft lo 
^niirGxi i^otI ctoiairqo ^xlrf- 
t'.-» ft,80B, ^^laX e 
.©XqQ9q cxe-foE 6T0 b^;qoX«J-iie!p aox^oisq adT 




ri-v-Xarx:/: ^Stso b^IifK^ob » aaw 3J3,Xfloai:pff sXcfxaaoff fjiaooas ecTT 
16 to sl6a©t PXq d^rceat pwd' a ^d8X iJX 
.£ :;^ jD6'i|X*>0 nc rr^aai-rp ©dv oaXs eeso aXciTl! 4;tnsv 
aEv/ I ,8xtio^ 
bX-c/ode I .&ioo ■■• X>!Cti!5 .iM>©Jb b-i-Mol. fida 
.oiroii as •t;jro<dF: Xwefe: barf “iijXa ■^sa 
X ‘xoi GtJ' Xaerotibc^ 
X .u. ev?»4 ■il^yaaey T^i' Xjjuug'i ’"•xerf fePdiLt^xP 
I .borts'r^ioa c^-edy/aciofi, f>joa'aokct'e^^iaoo 
’roi'-Toeev l ckorol bn a ed^ JEl-dXY»qo 
X'ld^rf ©dX" '^r.aq iosd t)Jc 
■v^-dxiarjp bif^crijp-tdiiX yiti'fmr-- l.XppxjII ae^y 
,^^;^^d•I0^J:i nsvixl .iByi6it\pj:'iT#q 34^ iri oarxea 
htts d6&m6'S^ ,'idd'Xck>4 '^jabiaC 
.y:,dirXaod 
:^x evprlGd I .psj sioiDit-j) ’^f)4Jii i-dii’ “to oXcdw *>X0 
ni ifpa^Xis sud* ©TB.rf bXj,^o?r ^tp >:aif±cc barf barf 
'^i'lsXi-'OBBY 9d- -trijrjfjt^O^Kfq J-Xolo qb 
-.ifiX'i roQ' ©Tl’Da^T: orl i-Icfafii; bX.r4y ^41“ 4ei>rraT bn© r 
'f&ijiso ^d& i-fuid toj, x5;f3cp I . 5ob^ aCX ac^ii d'daitr 
sajTiil ©if-^ To Xfoc^^p.ei^arbo u:<>tT saw rfdec^i -v^rfd- lo 
4tmixqo X.- nciify'id^ftXnXujbe 7.d &«X*a:8.X^5d6 
^dX 3£XjXIi3d- v^i, 0rf.j Tj -jX b^A;;v’:s h, saw STsd^ 
To' TG-i d 6ixifli*Jff9 tjsiid -loi "xpXvio n*3 o^ lonoaoo 
X30x5©iii ■3dX . . .XapjLfprti aed.-iXxw leoxboat a bb £>ai£ 
,1108311/8 fbiilH Blofiei^ ” 4 ■‘icit&d &oa 9onebiV9 
.b-^r-Ofieb Xirn Soaociini/B "a w 
-JirxXdiifcr ij;a: ai a.r b^oqbc'iq ^^w'i^^gx‘Toe^rtT^ srfT 
ais.rioo o^ crebwp.q • .siGbV.r.--.j t^iov* PiedT 
lisioXw'Oq i^a% 'X: .labwx'^ y^r^ia'To fcaiei^ S 
dit’jisd' ?nO, •aiijtrc.Q To pao Xfis dd^cfi/rfi 
anxBdAoo leJbv/oq doBfii ii i»?6vmq'e-xovotl To ^aq 
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opium. There -would he 3/10 of a grain of 
opi-um in the 3 powders. The paper had not 
been registered nor had it my name. She 
must have come late or the paper would have 
been registered. A prescription like this 
would be given for a crying child and one 
vomiting its food, and for deficient action 
of the bowels. I have no recollection what¬ 
soever of the particular case. 
There is no case upon record of a dose such 
as this producing any poisonous effect upon 
a child. I would say that there is no symp¬ 
tom that the child had taken opium so as to 
influence it poisonously. A child would be 
as tho' it were dying, stupid, torpid, imable 
to take food and not able to raise itself. A 
child has never been poisoned by the direct 
action of opium administered at a longer 
interval than 24 hours previous to death. 
I do not at all agree with the statement made 
by Mr. Norris that the effects of administering 
opium such as that as was given by the prescrip¬ 
tion would have the effect in so weakly a child 
as producing the vascularity and to render the 
child -unable to receive no-nrishment from its 
food, such an interval of time elapsing between 
the administration of such a prescription would not 
have the effect in so yo-ung a child as prevent¬ 
ing the child receiving no-urishment. 
I consider that the cause of death was from con¬ 
gestion of the brain and 1-ungs -unaffected by the 
administration of opium. The change of the breast 
from the mother to the gruel would acco-unt for 
everything. The average mortality of children 
brought up in this way is 2 out of 3- 1 have 
prescribed that prescription more than 1000 
times but never with any fatal results. 
Mr. Norris then testified again attempted to make amends with 
Francis Hind. 
I am satisfied that the death was the result of 
congestion of the brain -unaffected by the admin¬ 
istration of opium. The child was in an -unhealthy 
sit-nation which would tend to produce that vascu¬ 
larity of the brain and 1-ungs. 
to ff to OI\5 ecf ^ . m/.hqo 
ioa 4i m±q_o 
3:i:i cJ^i |i 154 *10,4 iieed 
'sjV'ad bi;/ow ^‘sq^q ^4^ 'xo, •?;^8X &\r^ ttBLsm 
sxrf^f fr4lX fi'^'rJ4'.!:Xr''^*^*Jt[ ^ tjaedT 
::^iTC Bii:n bxirio i-ol mrjt^ 9if ftltrow 
rrr.r.'jOG tji'SXOJtejb TOl dxis ^iiool a^fx gitl'^iisio’V' 
-f.-'i.v j.i,'>xtti3iiO'?iO't 04 av^\ii 1 s£{;;^ lo 
.58 HO "idlij^lthcftq 'to x^tTi^oa 
-Kooa 9a.:£) s to M'dooa ac-ra- osaO'. Cii si &^dT 
jofi’tlo e^^c'jyio^q \;£T3 ^xiovi^o-iq ax4i^ ee 
cn 3I tcai "^.smw .t .feXiilo 3 
c J 5.^ oe amlqc n&Jih& Joed 4Xi4o srott 
^jcl Mr'‘ow .•’ .■^^ajy:onoa-X^q; ;^i a oxi©i/J[t.4i 
■?JCJ?-;v./ , &i;.q--xo*t . £’r^ixisa^^j&‘Xqd a8 
A .lie.ojx a-aiv' -' O-'a'Cao 4da: ic rl oi'rji 
t.-vs-ixb v-at Xi^'^orsX'Of.x a^ed a^rox sad t)Ii4o 
T03£fGX :.■? j-4r; axitiiXP to aox^vO^a 
.dX-r.ofe nj "iiOiv^dq srxifOcX.-"^S XeV'^t^dai 
ox-t^ni d.crsfDLe-'i'da sjSX eo^s JCis de rfoa of) I 
^sn.r/ro 'io o-"03l1:4 -odd a:t%%<}^ .'41 
-qi'XOEO'fq ?£{d ->';d’ as dsdq ®s does jm/iiip 
51;:do s tr.iro'sw oa ax .Tosttc. oM 'tvad' bii/ow xroid 
an.r -xfibiieT oi biiB y:didr»Ieoesrv ^dd ^^^loebo'xq rs 





.■.O9h*d0cr ■^ipqalQ ojrxd lb Isviaddt c^s does ,t>Gol 
mn ;'l'eow ■lo'idgi'xoaa'dq; e duia 'to da id 81.43111X3150 add 
-diiovoiq as blido 0 garjot oa d.| edd srsd ; 
- xiioiiiEfaiii/on 5Xiilo »dd 3ii .« 
-:4 
-aoo aioil esw rid30 5 16 :?ri-t derid ’xabiatro^y I 
arid Tfd 50403llaoix asde.! 640 d .sa'ivf odd ib dci'Jsos .' ifl| 
■■te^oid odti 'i-o 0^aric sri'T .jidiqo 'to %6i4didsiiixffif)n ''Ijfl 
10I x^iTOOoB bieow laeig, 3d4 od leddbis: gfil aioil 
£10 3 5^ r do Ic ^dl Iedit.uT 0-gi^ova ,-gdirid^ovo 
ovari^I . 'to ^ ai tq’SfforLi ' ' -i 
0001 asdd 01601 obx4<^.ib£0*xq tsdif' .becfiios^iq-: ] 
.adli/eoi x^g rfxiw *iov'(i>'£j dvd aemiJ 
ddiw alnooiu stea od oodqpnsddB ala^'e beili^aad dadd ainoH .'d?l 1 
• fcalH aioii ^1*1 
iO dlee-si add ssw ddoaf) add, darfd oaildldBa 01$ I 
-liaiba edd ’7;ri jbri4bstth2.ie^ a-caiGT arid 16 dqidsaj^oo 
iXQ ofi diido ©63^’ lo xibidGidsl 
-eoaev ledd 0dir6oiq o4 brio 4 bX^qv doldsedia 
.sgxtirl jb£[3 aiaid' arid to ^HsI 
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Verdict: Natural death from congestion of the 
brain and lungs unaffected by the administra¬ 
tion of opium. 
Besides the controversy raised and the question of malprac¬ 
tice, this case serves as a classic example of the type of 
case referred to in the -writings on the medical witness in 
the second chapter. The conflict between the s-urgeons and 
the reversal of testimony were example of conduct which 
diminished the reputations of the s-urgeons involved and the 
field in general. 
Enormous strides were made over the period studied, 
and the last case to be mentioned involved a one year old in 
1837» This case is consistent with sudden infant death 
syndrome, but more important, is noteworthy for being the 
most complete post-mortem examination in the entire study, 
and a goal that ideally would have been equaled in many 
instances. 
On the left arm, three striped indications of 
a recent burn the s-urface being imperfectly 
cauterized; on the chest a large oval red mark 
the circumference of which is well defined. 
The integuments over the cartilaginous borders 
of the ribs discolored by incipient decomposi¬ 
tion, the posterior part of the tr-unk and 
extremities purpled by the gravitation of blood. 
Chest: Lining membranes of the ca-vities and the 
1-ungs quite healthy. Heart: Both cavities of 
the right side flaccid and empty, left a-uricle 
full of black coagulated blood, left ventricle 
empty, and contracted so poorly as to exhibit 
on a transverse section of it being made, 
scarcely any vestige of its cavity. 
Pharynx: Mucus membranes opposite the nares, 
pale, that portion of it indenting the face and 
back part of the epiglottis, the back of the 
larynx, and the pharynx opposite to the mouth 
.'•j Wo iio' t 
~t;TJ':iJi0j:i'T’Gn 'oj bd'J'rc'llr'jorjL'- 83^01/£ 5x1# fri'vt.J 
.aKri'5«:> !<:> rroitj* 
'::' :ic.':'Jc;‘^*.r'/ l>na '^‘TjatvoTiJJ’Jcroo acW* aol^iaaS 
;(' 3 1.;?- 3iri " • ri7a:.iX3 oiaaaXo e es w<>VTa3 9000 aMdt ,90Xt . 
.. .3;-- £^: L;,':Mt' 5Ilf ac fegijixd'X'iw al of ta^rxBlerc ©aso 
. .•: ’ . f,?. c<'oJ'r?X'Oo odT* ^a-.wqacio ftxrooda ©d^ 
j /. :• :-‘Oi.rnijfo*:i 10 TCfC'sicl’ttoa lo Xaaisv©'! oxlv^ 
Grv X iVL- :" ■ to «'.'?(yXtEj'tjDr'i»i 9Ci& fcariaxcxmirb . 
.te^Danas nl Jbla xl . 
■f "i boi'ib.i :i t£-v eraw ax/oa'bocia! 
I ’. 'TOf^.Y. lariC £ iaev fovai. bouc’X?i09® avf o:t aaeo ‘tsi^X ©d;)' fms 
' -I'iVjX .;■ J-^Lw wKocfei.pJT^oo t»i aldT .^58i 
. .'.t n ^,., I \*,d "xow'iY I «Xrr'^.Tiog^x ©’xoa iiid" jaaiorbix^ 
f tci? siiO" ire jor.‘-u^ iini; 0 cnei»T:osi-^Qoq aholqaioo ;i'eofli 
' ■!£: iti bbX.-a,p© isr'rJ ©V!»xl oix/ow XiXliiabi UcJ[»T Xsog fi fcas 
. * I 
«saoas^t^^Mut 
■ ■ 
a-ro.: aaoji-i jcrte rtO 
Yllooi'xTOi.^;! giX/o'd 9oe^aa add artud dnaod-t 
: THfir Ded : ©gadI e i^©-do ao ;b©.’?i:a6t)i-»‘^o 
,Y:'j'ii:'''.6£> -tXfjY' di' doi^lw lo ,^OfSrva:9iaj:j^>.x,i:o add 
3-d)i-aoa 3j'j iiiXsefi-t’i90 add Ed:rajattr-4©.toJ; ©rf*? 
-i£.c. iuir :::vX da©X'crinnx fioacrdoalrb adi:a add lo 
fill'd .Liuat r.'.f 'lo fdf ,ffbitt-'* 
-JvOO.D'* 'll ;ir:x'i‘sd.h/'':’ijq'?*ld fiai-rtiYf ©oxdisa'T.ti:© 
•3dJ' due ec;? vuxcx-.l rtaadO 
'^0 E5xdrvso .ido9. asic/X 
©loi'xaei dlsl . Yd^xie bap^ ’.vfiis dd^a ©£fd 
9Xoxadf-‘^v dig! , ikjpld”’f^©.taXiJU'f»oo ^osXd 10 XI</1 
lidxdxe od ea ^Xo-oo;^ oe ‘k».;©saddoo 
^Q’fisiC ^irXsd tX 'T'j :3T£*^^fcaaad e no 
.■YdJb^BQ' 0:uX xo' ->tY3f)V' '^leoaaoa 
^a&'isn sdd adXacx^^o nciT^adSL 
fins ©oeT ©dv anx^nsfinx tX Ip jo/daoq- Jsdd ^aleq 
©dd do iSosd' add ,8XddbI^iqpi add to "^aeq doad ^ 
ddnom ©xtd od ©crxapqqo }aj^&»fw ’rn?j- bofi ^xn^ioX ,, , 
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highly congested with venous hlood. This 
pimply redness abruptly terminates on a 
level with the base with the arytenoid car¬ 
tilages. 
The esophagus, below the above named annular 
discoloration, pale, but, at the point where 
the trachea bifurcates, venous congestion 
again prevails, but not in such excess as in 
the pharynx. 
The larynx: Mucus membranes of the interior 
congested. That of the trachea, pale and 
healthy; the right bronchus and its division 
congested in the lining membrane. That of 
the left, scarcely, if at all, affected. The 
interior of the air tubes unimpeded; substances 
of the lung healthy, their posterior quarters 
being merely engorged by the blood.- 
Abdomen: The investing membrane of the cavity 
and its viscera quite healthy. Mesenteric 
glands, enlarged and clustered but not indur¬ 
ated. The mucus lining of the whole digestive 
tube, pale and healthy; the stomach and small 
intestine contain a thick, opaque fluid, resemb¬ 
ling strained oatmeal, gruel. The large intes¬ 
tine contained a small quantity of yellow 
feculent matter. 
Brain: Vessels of the pia mater gorged; sub¬ 
stances of the brain healthy; cavities empty; 
pons varolii and the medulla oblongata enveloped 
in a mesh of engorged veins. Substances of the 
cerebellum injected. 
Mouth: Lining membrane healthy to the fauces 
when it becomes congested. The incisors, cus- 
pidati, and anterior molars of the lower are 
completely through. The same teeth of the upper 
jaw exist with this difference, that the point 
of the cuspidati are peeping through the gum, 
the bodies of the teeth being still involved in 
that structure. 
The contents of the stomach and the intestines 
have been examined carefully today and analyzed. 
There is no poison or preparations of opium or 
other narcotic discovered. I am of the opinion 
that the deceased died from natural causes. 
RjjCft .Cooled -?,f/qn9V 
8 rrp 39;rr>i.>t.rfirXv4rt- 
-Ti^c: bi;otrsi^^v'r'=' xi'd'iw IwiV'pi 
T-S.Di-uX'"-^. 9'/«^o''S pxf'^ Vjpiqcf , 
taueq -qcld" i'lS’ •. ^'*0 ^9IV,(t , 
ajj-Q/xov fl&ayft’.j'l' e»i^^ 
Ai ■'3q.-L''^9 JCUB ax 'tfori Xi'i'jcf i-^£<5,^fc 
•.•■ K-i.-iC^rix .:;i5x lo' 39ABacfii-reiir aasi4f«1 VA.iv^i9^l 
fiac . p.i).tD&*Xv, e4“J' 4'o ' .tuflT 
!0i2±vi.a 3.11' 50.V bWiiodo'x.^- +r^;c*x 
ct-Bnl’ .9a?-'t^Jaie(rf ^tfiruiT ^efr* rrf 
-a. .£*^^^^0P'i1;s .IIb t;a. ‘^x , ocit 
BXDa..-j-a Ja ; ; a&bqntiiajr. a'baad- ixt; e.tf.1 yp xa 
379:5;hXio T:'i.a:9:tBCK.; xiadd* '^J^X to 
. •'■ "^yr 'srld' ^d" 
^ -C^ivc.o - U to .'XA'idaiaiu ■r-'JT r.iitJiffrx.id’A 
ox-ra^fn-*8'--!•' ►’^dti-Xs^ri a'txagi fit^c>eirv •ad'l: t>ct8 
-'Tjjfyni '.’;O0 :\:!i 5a3.5^^^2ijfo ^^5(t3r3 
•jrLoi^ -.jU'X - t.idyi eA& J.o i.'ii.xii •?«d'ir 
XI^jTta b.ra odc^ pyiA r#'£'ea 
-dasaa7 rtl'Ji'': '..'(jkvjo c/iaipip- 15 uipr^iioo '’3r; 
-09 tax a?:*!'X oiM' .’Iaa'i;a ,iCaa:feo 
w^oXXoy. 'X. XXsas a baaXf^i.vx-f oaic^ 
x7vd'50ffl ^0'|.C0D«1 
~cf;ja i3xq odd* to aXoc,..?; ;jai/Mr;ff 
iV^d’qots aPidi^Ao ;YdXXto"iii ai'Bo:d' lo eaoaari'a 
i.x ioXev"hq Ad'B^7o£y«-/ slXiite^ SAio crii> .4;xIotx/v*- 3a j 
add 'io a^oaadBiJ'ad .aiJxav^.aa.'n; « ui 
.Bavi oo^’U, flio rX^d-wTeo 
aijoi/st 9!i^r od >j^diueil-^^a-xqisr^ii; ^rtXAixd: 
-aif'o B'£paiq.-:x .bsd^irf^oa BS<w><S‘qa d/ 
oTE xQvroL p/id* ■?-' :>x;tiXPis *_XdsMq 
•xa.rirq^ atbt io ifdo<3>i ai:^'.^;{i'' .b.^uc'x^d TX®JttX<;sieo 
d^i-og axld,dB.dd ^pr/a4*xatll& j^Xetd :to,rK ■••‘•axjc© 
b'ju x;} :ib iq5i,r/o orfd to 
ax S^^Xovcfl XIXde<'3niaJ dusad \^t ’jdd- 
t^ifdOATc.+e dtfdd 
aa.':i7j'9«,j}^i iuiu .fo^od-: lo x::;'.ad0ijo srfT 
• battXXvJai-’ ^^E&od bo.3ii4nite -isod pvsrf 
‘lo ui.f.rJ:^o to a£f^‘.trd3d;tiic^«j7g^»x0 aoaiog o.^, ai: aiadT 
noiiflrJ^O &xfd to ks X . laxs-rooB i:b oxdc.-b’k cox 'taddo 
. .«>ai/»o X&sXf'toiS iCocl te^edoob »i£d’ dc^fd 
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Through the century, infanticide was very common. With 
this in mind, it is remarkahle that there was such a small 
number of infanticide verdicts; and the growth in "found 
dead" verdicts makes clear the jurors' fear of condemning a 
woman for disposing of an unwanted infant. Brend comments 
that throughout Great Britain, "juries frequently find that 
a child was stillborn, in the face of the clearest medical 
evidence to the contrary, in order to save an unmarried 
179 
mother from being charged with murder or manslaughter." 
The laws and the social upheaval of the times forced upon 
the coroner's jury the difficult choice between concern for 
the young mother and concern for the innocent child. The 
failure of the system was evident in the frustrated verdict. 
"found dead." 
;irW .;io«.vioo %i,’o^A{T ^ 
lli--m L- :i'ji;a etw -Sil thaia al aid:}- , 
luTL^o']” iii dri-wcTS edi- 'iBdmsa 
f» jaicm<^bci^n lo la©,! ‘sTonxij;- 'X/5'3X’^ "baaf) 
-^oa.-cnopitnistax t'eXxrewiW n& "io 3»iBoq3i£> io\ 
'.;^;Ti39;rpj?ai aai^u-j;” ,iii:^};ti^ -tao'xt) •vtu-'>dstfO'2rf:)* d-falrf* 
laoihe.ii ce-jiaalo to soat ad*) di ♦niodllldT?. ee*^ Mido a 
bei^i'iijet/aL; tin avae aatrr., rsd;}' od eonabiva 
.zr^dds^sIsir/Liis •io xefejfffl ti.ixw j^ced is(yil -radd-oa f 
b'jDivt aauji^ lo r«jcc>0« adsf 5>t«3 a^raX axfT 
'lo'^ iTx-^onoo -f^aw-ted aoiodo tli^oxlt-cb ad:^ a’aano-too add 
sal!t xhliXf) irtaoofSA^i ♦rf;) t£.? sri^oa^^ tsjn j^pddoa j^faxcr^ adi 





The inquest, the basis of medicolegal investigation 
into violent and 'imloio'wn causes of death, affords a sound 
perspective for evaluating the success with which forensic 
medicine principles were implemented. Studying this period 
is particularly significant because it was the era to which 
English forensic medicine owes its origins and much of its 
early progress. Though the literature documenting the 
early science is readily available, its contemporary appli¬ 
cation had not been researched and constitutes an important 
historical topic as well as a relevant subject to the com¬ 
munity of its day. This thesis provides insight into the 
early views on providing medical testimony, the frequency 
of its application, and, in numerous examples, the quality 
of that testimony. The service rendered to the inquest by 
medical expertise was essential to elucidate cases of pos¬ 
sible homicides, suicides, and infanticides. There were 
many shortcomings to the medicolegal system, and social 
awareness as well as legislative reform largely began in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century, taking full form 
after this study was concluded. These inquests thus 
represent the application of early principles not yet 
firmly established and still evolving. 
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As mentioned, vjith the exception of Bailey and Borbes, 
there exist no studies of coroner's inquests including 
depositions for this era. Only one of Bailey's sixty cases 
contained any medical evidence and Forbes' study of over 
6000 inquests emphasized the vital statistics in those 
documents. This is the first study to evaluate the quality 
and quantity of medical testimony and to provide numerous 
examples for study. As clearly demonstrated, medical evid¬ 
ence "was remarkably variable and sometimes entirely sub¬ 
verted. Ho-wever, in general, medical evidence and post¬ 
mortem examinations, disregarding the accuracy of the con¬ 
temporary medical knowledge, advanced from the relative 
scarcity early on to many later cited examples of excellent, 
occasionally outstanding, efforts to apply medical expertise 
to the search for justice. 
.eixiTTo^ fcxid aoixJ'cpsxs odct fliMw ,6oxioi^0»n «A 
ad'a^L'pitJ: a''34>i!toa:oo %o a«i6f;c*'a on ^elxe di3£f^ 
Rstifi^o Z^Kirt a'';ttXi:‘St2 'io awso •'^;XiiO .ooia &±d& 'lol anoi^iaO'^eb 
'Tfji/1o ‘ aotfiolf ttfi ^4>/’eJbiy9 iRoibsffi t^nxecfixoo 
v'.^nrj- aojc^3i^^3^J^^5 la^i^v Oift 5esi8aiC<j:s9 BttQdirpjtti 0008 
ij-tr?i.il;;'.ve Od- da'iil ai aXdl? .3"J“£»£DXfo6ft 
sijxvG-iti od' Biici Iftox&em lo ^d'id’ccotrp Me 
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£191 [-B'^Kt' 'io a.'i Iq^r.sjca ,de'd*]:o wieX ^(racB od ir6 x;iioi8-oa 
£!iGxX ii'iolle X-f'^^o-tasoDO 





Burial order; under a public highway: 180 
No. 7. the Cburdnvardens a7id Conftchks of the Varijh ^ ^ 
_  tn^the Cdty and Liho-ty of WcrtmiiifLer. in the- ' 
County of Mlddlcfex. 
Year of the Reiga of His prcfcnt; Majcfty King .-f 
at the Paridi of i in the laid Cit)' and Liberty of 
JVefrrr.iyftcr and County of MiddlcfeXy on View of the Body of -c i y 
/f-tJ ( Tfr/- 
then and there lying dead : The Jurors, in the faid Inquiftion named, have 
found that the faid a f'y - 
_ felonioufly, wilfully, and of hr-1 Malice fore¬ 
thought, killed and murdered.i.'r felf. THESE are therefore, by Virtue of 
' my Office, to will and rc(|uire you forthwith to caufe the Body of the faid 
-- - 
tobeburiedin feme public Highway,and thereof 
to certify to me the Place,, and for your fo doing, this is your Warrant. 
r-y 
/' 
Given under my Hand and Seal, \\d\^ Day of ■ • 
One Thpufand -C tyA^'r- •-/’ . 
,.c f jn. frnfy^i 
xictvnri'-u 
f 
’/,73 V/ 'f, ^ ' (/ >X/si’Tii'I 
' 'o*-\ ^ V / \ft X\^v .u'X vU Wn‘iwAw^it'/TVAviiiO vi'.'it' .oC^ 
.til ;*■ I'/' f.;i;.'.*j// \o ^r’rivw V;"'i‘^,0 lillw'.-.V __ 
.•/•jivfliJ.'il*'/ ’yi '>ViW.(i!^-) 
,»1/ I u'ij'ij'i 093^1.! (!OiJrt{i;pf»f ni! T\7 V'* 
.J -'• f:; .‘Jo vJvWiJ l'a» 'tHO %o\ \! 
•. . n’ o;!i at, .. .i. ><.. tt,(l •»>N/* n * ?IH'.x^VA.’uA'A L = (ji'*' v ( i>N/» N’* : ,x^VA.’ui\'
•'' V ‘Vx/ ^Pi >1 vX.ri,'..''/<il i 'o fi;;^.?^ 5tlMo ^oV" 
■-.■./'iJ ii 1 .;3i3 biX'j jri; r.i y>j^ ^ lo itl'irs*! sHr 
\boS 'j’l. .av/.M '/ ,:o ■’, A to iri'.vO iws 
- — , j<\ 'k •*5'\\ 
'. .‘m! .1 _ ,! t;. />' ,v;i-?i-[ pHT • b/.t'f) ojj-U 
_v 'Vj V ^ \, ‘ bik) iJt 7ndt h.iUrl: 
-z'lO’, 'j~. .1 !•■ ^ , . I ..'t-/ I {l!./o(,tu('ji^ 
/yi ,ni.-,f-.ij*(3 ju .UXl »v,,bn;-»biura bn< ,irt^U0fi(J 
Liu’t »(!( !0 vr-oli -‘.I' r’UJc^ o7 .'jJiv/‘t:ioi vox ifkip'j't u^t Hfw oj ^s^SiO Viti 
_ 4 
lop-aHl l)nti n:.>.< •>. ;<?; nj l.ps *o<i id aJ _ 
.nu.jjiV/ tfi i-i.-Ji o7 vb<»i(iol oiii Jtn oj '{tiiiw wr 
lo vcC .SS.tv alii; ji'aaiifcn/tbntH Y«nt*uftU itsviO 







































Certificate of deatb:^®^ 
jlie IxEOiSTirvii ot tlio Sub-Distiuct in Avhich the Deatii took place. 
Infanticide penalties .182 
Women Found Guilty of Infanticide in Great Britain 
And How Courts Dealt With Them 
Years Recognisances 
or discharge 
Probation Imprisonment Others Total 
( = 100%) 
1923-27 42.4% 5.1% 49.1 %b 3.4% 59 
1928-32 34.4% 18.1% 42.6 %c 4.9% 61 
1933-38 44.0% 22.7% 33.3% Nil 66 
1939^5 No statistics published 
1946-50 24.4% 49.0% 22.3% 4.3% 139 
1951-55 15.0% 55.0% 16.2% 13.8% 80 
1956-60 9.5% 76.2% 3 2°' J /o 11.1% 88 
1961-65 5.0% 68.1% 1 3®"d i .J / Q 25.0% 72 
a Most of these cases were no doubt committed to institutions for mental defectives or more recentl) 
to mental hospital. In 1964 and 1965 the published statistics made it clear that all women not dealt 
with by discharge, probation, or imprisonment were dealt with by hospital orders, 
b In 1923 one of these women was sentenced to 4 years penal servitude another 3 years penal 
servitude. 
c One of these women was sent to a borstal, 
d She was sent to prison for 6 months or less. 
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Chemical analysis by Alfred S. Taylorp'®'^ 
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